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Fmidamental studies on the life-history and habits of 
the honeybee date back at least to Aristotle, that ancient pion­
eer in the development of science who lived in the fourth cen­
tury B.C. Aristotle made extensive studies of various life-his­
tories, and, according to Haeckel (1), knew that drone bees deve­
lop without previous fertilization oi the eggs. Locy (2) says 
of Aristotle, "He made a direct aopeal to nature for the facts, 
and founded his mitural history only on observation of the struc­
ture, physiology and development of animals." 
Practically no advance was made until 2000 years later 
when sv/ammerdam (3), a brilliant naturalist of Amsterdam, raade 
his extensive studies on the honeybee v/hich were completed in 
1673 and published before his death in 1660. awammerdam was ex­
tremely exact in all that he did. His works are illustrated by 
numerous original figures, some of which are still used in modern 
works on the honeybee. He worked out the life histories of about 
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a dozen insects but the one on the honeybee is the most elabor­
ate of all, Sv/amrnerdam's work constitutes the first comprehen­
sive investigation of the llfe-histor:/- and habits of the honey­
bee of V'/hlch Vt-e have any knowledge« 
The invention of the inovable frame hive by Langstroth 
(4) in 1852, heralded the close of a SOO-jrear enoch of fundamen­
tal Investigations which had followed in the wake of the renowned 
Sv/amaerdara, The only outstanding figure belonging to the fore 
part of this period is Reaumur (5) v/hose nine "Meraoires" on the 
honeybee, published in 1740, entitle him to a conspicuous place 
In the front rank of investigators of the life-history and habits 
of the honeybee. The history of the latter half of this epoch is 
replete v/ith the names of men who have made valuable contributions 
to our funda^nental knowledge of bees, Schirach, Donhoff, Dsieraon, 
Quinby, Langstroth, and many others deserve our homage; but, the 
Incomparable Huber (6) stands head and shoulders above all others 
since Reaumur. Huber performed a tv;o-fold service to fundamental 
research in apiculture. He checked up an practically all impor-
taiit obnervat5.0ns of earlier workers; and, in addition, made many 
new ones, v/hich stand today as classic examples of fundamental re­
search in apiculture. 
Close upon the heels of the invention of the movable 
frame hive (1852), followed a period during which the development 
of methods for the commercial production of honey took precedence 
over fundamental research. It appears, that at the present time. 
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"U X AG GvolOpIuOxlt of XuipjTOVCd. uiOtllOCl.G uf liOIlCy p-jTOCtVcCijl0x1 jvjrODcA"bly 
has advanced .nearly to the limit of perfection aosBible v/ith our 
present knowledjTe of the fundamentals of bee-behiivior. In soito 
of the important observations of S\mra;leI'dam, Heauraur, Huber, and 
a host of others, our knowledge of this subject is yet far from 
coTnnlete, Therefore, it is not to be regx^etted that, within the 
last decade, the pendulum of research in beekeeping has started 
bac>: towards its former field of fundamentals. 
The writer's interest in bees o,nd the literature of 
apiculture dates from the summer of 1905 when he was given for 
his very ovm, the half dozen unproductive colonies of l-iybrids which 
had adorned the back; yard of the fMrmstead even before his earliest 
recollections. The possibilities for financial gain loomed 
large to the boy in his early teens. This fact, coupled with a 
natural bent for nature study, was sufficient to insure his per­
manent interest in bees. 
The reading of literature on bees soon became almost 
an obsession; and, as tlio years passed, the lack of definite in­
formation concerning the activities of individual bees became 
only too apparent to him. The behavior and the accomplishments 
of the colony as a whole, it seemed to him, v/ere much better knom 
than were those of the individuals, but tlie behavior an.'i the ac­
complishments of the colony ai-e end products - the sum total of 
the activities of the component parts of the colony. Hence, a 
thorough understanding of the fundamental activities of the colony 
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itself can be based only upon a knov/lodge of the, activities of the 
individual bees. 
In presentin^s the work in liand, the v;ritGr reo.liaes its 
inoomplGteness perha))s even more than ai^yone else, but he has been 
encouraged to publish his results at this time, fragmentary though 
many of them may be. And it is his hope that the present discus­
sion may stiraulate further research along these and similar lines. 
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METHODS 
By far the most difficult and ticiG cone inning phase of 
many investigationa is the development of methods \'/hich v/ill 
yield satisfactory results, studies of the activities of indivi­
dual bees are not exceptions to the general rule in tliis respect. 
This fact is attested by the great dearth of realiable data on 
the subject 
DEVilLOPliJ'llJT Oi' 1,'KTHODS 
Ilaiiy of the habits and activities of bees can be stud­
ied to best advantage in an observation hive. Those on the mar­
ket were found to be costly and not particularly adapted to the 
needs of the problem. The first tasic to be undertak;en was, tiiere 
fore, the development of an obsearvation hive suited to the needs 
of the work to be undertaken. 
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the uej;t step vvas to i'ind some way ox marking indi­
vidual bees so conspicuously that each one could bo recognized 
instantly. This proved to be no easy matter as v;ill appear in 
the detailed description to follow. -This phase of the work 
has not yet brought forth a method which is all that ie to bo 
desired; but means were found u'hieh vjere used xvith considerable 
success. 
An attempt to secure data upon marJced bees showed at 
once that either the bees must be marked on the venter as well 
as the dorsum, or it v/ould be necessary to devise some means to 
force all the bees to enter and leave the hive "right side up" 
through a passage way which could be easily \vatched by one per­
son. AS it did not appear practical to mark bees on the venter, 
the third step in the development of methods was the perfecting 
of a special entrance device« 
A fourth phase of the work called for some means for 
determing the nature of the contents of the honey-sac v;ithout in­
jury to the bee. A simple test was discovered almost by chance 
which has nroven its value many times. 
The fifth pliase in the development of ne thods resulted 
from the need for a factor v;hich may be called the minimum flying 
weight of the bee. Such a factor v/as necosaarj,- before the nectar-
carrying capacity of the honeybee could be found« 2?he load car­
ried could then be determined by deducting this factor fiom the 
gross weight of the loaded bos. 
The necessity for the sixth phase arose in connection 
with a study of the time factors involved in the gathering of nec­
tar, pollen and v'ater, by the iioneyboo. It was desired to knovi? 
jiov; nach ox the time s 'Ont avray I'xoni the iiive v/as consumed in 
going to and i'rotn tho field. The determination of the average 
speed of the bee in flight, together with a knowledge of tho 
f. 
approximate Units of the range of its flight, gives a figure 
which, although laclcing exactness, enables ub to arrive at a 
useful approximation. She time spent in the gathering of the 
load oan then be found by deducting this figure from the total 
time tho bee is gone from the hi\.'e« 
THE 0BSKEV:4[i:i0Ij HITS 
Most of the observations on bees, prior to the time 
of Eeaumur (1740) were made on colonies in straw skeps, or at 
best, in boxes having one or more panes of glass somewhere about 
the perifery. Root (7, p«565) mentions the invention of such a 
hive by W. LIcw of F.aslington, Gloucestershire, Kngland, about 
1650. Such hives are of comparatively little value for observa­
tion purposes. One can ima^-ine some of the difficulties uiider 
which the very early workers made their observations. Langctroth 
(4, p. 164) says, "Sv/snunerdam, who v/rote his wonderful treatise 
on bees before the invention of tho glass hive, was obliged to 
tear hives to pieces in making his investigntions." U'e may well 
be astonished that the early pionoers acciuired as much accurate 
information as thoy did; nor is it any wonder that some of them 
called their fancies into use to help them accoimt for thin^^s 
they could not otherf/ise explain. 
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Reaumur made studies on bees in glass hives but the 
distance between the glass sides of his hives was great enough 
so that the bees built tvjo combs therein. This v;as an advance 
over the hives used by tiie earlier investigators but, of oourse 
much of the colony's activity escaped observation by being car­
ried on betY/een the two combs. Kuber'e first observation hives 
were i^attemed after those of HeatUQur but at the suggestion of 
the celebrated naturalist, Bonnet (6, p.2), he constructed hives 
only an inch and a half vjide, inside rfteasurement, and found tliat 
this distance allowed the bees sufficient liberty, but prevented 
them from building more than one comb, and from collecting in 
too large numbers on the surface of t}ie comb. 
Huber realiaed tliat by compelling the bees to live in 
a hive having only one comb, there was a possibility that their 
instinct might be affected. In order to check upon the observa­
tions made on bees in such hives, he invented hie "leaf" hives 
which were made up of several combs side by side and hinged at 
one end so that the combs could be opened and shut like the leaves 
of a book. These hives provided an environment vyhich ;ms en­
tirely normal, yet they permitted the ready Inspection of any 
part, Huber (6, p*7). says "In these hives, I have repeated all 
my observations, and obtained exactly the same results as in the 
thinnest. Thus, I think already to have obviated any objections 
that may arise concerning the supposed inconvenience of flat 
hives." 
It has usually been recommendod tliat observation hives 
be provided with panels of v/ood or other means for darkening them 
when not being watched. It was though that bees would not eon-
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tinuG to'.voric in the light, tind it is still quite generally 
supposed that "bees will plaster the glass with propolis in an 
effort to exclude the light. But Lansstroth (4, po 16 and 25), 
in the su-mmer of 1851, discovered that, v/ith proper precautions, 
colonies in observation hives could be exposed continually to the 
full light of day; so that observations could be made at all timeSf 
without interrupting the ordinary opersxtions of the bees by any 
sudden admission of light. 
The first observation hive used by tho aiithor was pro­
vided ivith panels but they were sooji discarded, ?he only need 
fou2id for them v;as to protect the bees.from tlie direct rays of 
the sun or in cold weather to provide additione-l insulation# Con­
tinual use of observation hives for a period of six years lie,s not 
sho^'n any marked tendency of the bees to exclude the light. In 
long use, however, the glass walls, become travel stained* A 
thorough cleaning in spring is usually sufficient for the season, 
V/hen the colony is prosperous there is a great tendency to build 
burr-comb against the gl^iss. This trouble is not serious if the 
space between the glass wtills is not over an inch and a half® 
The giving of additional room in the form of an upper stor^?- helpe 
to relieve the trozible» It has sometimes been found desirable' 
to reduce the strength of the colon;^'' by removing a frame of brood® 
f 
The essential features of an observation hive arc lo-r. 
All combs must be so placed that both sides of every one are ox-
posed to full view. In the opinion of the writer, no hive in 
which there are two or snore frames side by side is vvortlij'^ to be 
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called an observation liiVG» The diytanco betv;eeii tho glass v;alls 
should not be more tha.n an incli and one-half. Greater space per­
mits tho building of buri^-oombs. For certain types of ivork, it 
is desirable to have tho glass sides simng on hinges, or situated 
in grooves so they raay be quicltljr removed to perrait access to any 
portion of the hive. The details of construction ai-e relatively 
I 
unimportant and may be varied to suit the doaires or special needs 
of the operator® 
Most of the observation hives used during the present 
investigations were of a sectional or unit type, each unit being 
built to take one Langstroth frame. (See Fig. 1). 'fhe units 
are used as supers and can be tiered up to any desired height to 
accomraociate the needs of the colony or the Vifhim of the operator# 
There are certain advantages in using hives of this type. The 
queen can be given the run of the entire hive or may readily be 
confined to any part of it; ancl, when provided v/ith movable sides, 
the operator has access to any one comb v;ithout exposing the 
others. 
The plain but serviceable hive sho\m in Fig. 1 can be 
constructed in a few hours v/ithout special tools and at a very 
small cost, supers may be r/iade after the same general plan, 
only the super ends should be three-fourths of an inch shorter 
than for the first story. A na.rrow strip of tin, run from end 
to end under cach of the glass sides, gives stability and keeps 
the glass from falling out when Imndled, Three-inch strap hinges 
have been found useful in fastening on adaitional stories. 
Dimmsions 
/ J.'' - h - 30 
2 J.' ' ti ' to 
3 U * • 9i 
4- 'f li • 9i 
5 'i ' ,r ' 2/.: 
6 3 
A 
1. Observation Hive. 
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An auger hole at the roar ol" the hive near the "bottom fonns a 
oonvonient passage into a glass covered vestibule which may be 
added at the rear for the purpose of supplying syrup or \7atero 
For the pui'pose of certain o"bservations it is necocs-
ary to have combs built crosswise of the glass hive so that one 
side of numerous cells is formed by the glass v/all of the hive. 
Such a hive v/as designed by Arthur 0. I.Iiller (7, p* 566) who has 
made some interesting observations by means of one of them. It 
was found possible for our purposes to have the bees build corabs 
crosswise in one of the regular imits by replacing the usual 
Langstroth frame with two strips of glass, one for a top bar and 
the other for a bottom bar. To the under side of this glass top-
bar, strips of foundation were fastened at right angles to the 
long v;ay of the hive, at intervals of one and one-half inches. 
When placed as a super on a thriving observation colony during 
a good honey flow, the combs viexe fully built within less than 
a week# 
Throughout the past six years, at least one obsorva-
tion hive has been in operation in the research laboratory, sum­
mer and vdnter. From time to time, additional hives have been 
stationed the.e and in fhe apiary or wherever needed for the 
purpose of securing special data, such as in the case of flif^ht 
studies to be described farther on in this paper, i-ixcept on 
special occasions, there was no secretary available for record­
ing data on bee-behavior; hence, in many instances, the notes 
recorded at the enci oi" a period oi: observation More, of necess­
ity, in the imture of a sunifnary. This lack v/hich is fsmcli to 
"be regretted, may be partiality off-set by the fact, that all 
observations were repeated a groat tnanj^ times and that in all 
cases, the v;riter's observations liave been repeatedly pointed 
out and demonstrated to others, and always to Professor P. B» 
paddock ?Jho is able to confira their accuracyo 
iJAKiiNa 
Honeybees, house flies, cucumber beetles and perhaps 
other insects have been marked for purposes of identificationc 
some of the cjethods eniployed for this purpose have given fairly 
good results in certain types of investigations; but up to the 
present, no v/holly satisfactory method has been developed, The 
lack of a dependable method of markineT has held up investiga­
tions on the activities of individual bees more than any other 
phase of techniq.ue involved. Owing to its extremely impor­
tant bearing on investigations pertaining to bees and other in­
sects, the subject is presented more fully here than would other 
wise be justified by the scope of the present studios. 
Some of the general features to be desired in any 
method of tnarking insects are; means for positive identification 
non-interference v/itii the noraal activities of the insectB, fmd, 
ease of application, She special requirements demanded in a 
given case, will depend largely upon the nature of the investiga 
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tion. In securing data upon the distance bees forage from 
their hives, a" temporary iiiar'C may answer the purpose, and may 
he applied to any number of individxials. In studies on the 
dispersion of flies or other insects, the same mark may be used 
for an indefinite number of individuals, but it is important in 
this case that the mark be permanent although it need not necess­
arily bo conspicuous. These insects are usually trapped and kill­
ed so that they may be examined at leisure and at close range; 
furthermore, chemical reagents and microscopes may be employed if 
necessary for distinguishing the marked insects. But one often 
hesitates to employ such aids to identification when dealing v/ith 
the honeybee. In studies involving the age of bees, permanence 
is of utmost importance, and consnicousness is usually a decided 
advantage. Some nrobiems demand the use of several different 
marks to provide a distinctive mark for each of several groups. 
Such cases as those mentioned above apply particularly to in­
vestigations dealing ivith comparatively large numbers of insects 
but requiring only a very limited number of different marks. 
Studies dealing with tiie activities of individual in­
sects often necessitate the use of a considerable number of dif­
ferent marks, or even a whole system of combinations of marks, 
in order to provide means for distinguishing every one of a con­
siderable number of individuals. In working with individual bees, 
each mark or combination of marks must be so conspicuous and so 
« 
distinctive that any marked bee may be recognized at a glance, 
since under ordinary conditions it is not practical to examine 
bees leiBuroly siic' ov c3.05^e :c-ri£to us cMn oi'ten "do (iono when v;ork-
ln,:5 ivith other iuDocI:;:# 
A consicloral)le iiiir.il3Gr of ratithode lor r.ar.-:!::;;: iiisscts 
h.M.vo !X3on uovolopGd, v;iiich ior con^-onioiicvj latiy >)g uicouijaed under 
tliToe rajiin }iOfiiiK; rautjLIritions» brr.ndin.jr, a:id plgruoiits* 
iiat;ilatioas» 
The aniputation of c.ii antemia and the clipping: of a por­
tion oi' ono or mure vvirigs are to lie ooiiGidcred xindor the iieau oj: 
ions® Bevoral dra-v/baclcc aro conunon to thit; .;;;roup oi' 
siothods. Firsts iiinects fio M;-rked cnii be diatinffuiehod only 
c&refuJI scniti^^; sornGtimoD oven Involrlvj/, the v">i' the r.iiero-
scopo. in raoRt inveBtiirationa on boos, t}iis objection alone is 
sjufiiciont to caaee theao inetliJiis to be disoardodo Uhc aeconcl 
difficulty is t at the nusboy o:i. difiere2.1t {!i;arK.B or c;o;ri'bi3i'''tioiis 
that can be used is votv- lifaited. I'liG one rea.Gevdzip; feature is 
that such rnarKa v.re not roadily loat or obliterated. 
I'arking boos by inGsuin of £;lirrht nititilGtionB,{ ouch as 
the* a^'-utation of one anterms. or ti.ir clippinG- of a portion of one 
or sHoro of the V7in^5s)» probably vvgb tlie first Ri<2thod uBecl by 
Huber for rnarlciiv? boco* This iB inferred from tho letter iifritton 
to hira by Charlos j3onnet (6, p. 34), t}io noted Swiss n-itural-lBt, 
under tlie -irite of Auj:nRt 3.0, 1789, in which zhe latter advi«ed 
the uee of paint fis "a noro oeourc raotliod tL»>-i2'i gIxcm rnutilfatioiib''» 
•Jjator, v.'hon narkiiiJi: uoos v.lth paint, Huber (fj, p« 10*0 also am­
putated one oiitonna as an additional cafef^uardo In mors recent 
ticies, pi>:ell"-Goodrich (8, p«195) found oli'^'pinif/ tiio tip of one 
or faOre wingy to bo "the loast unyatiofactoiy uothod" ohe ha,d 
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trioO.» but her orablew v;.'i£j tjio iict(;r:."inr: tion ol ago in tho 
hoiiojrboe; aiil, as born pointed out already, .jornianent KiarkB 
o.xe absolutGl-7 neoeo;.- ry. 
Brari'-iing 
rmrin;.' the I'-recent iiivoatigation, the writer con­
ceived the idoa of uraiidijig the bous by meaiiB of lai electrao 
lioeale. It viaa fo<md, /lOwevor, that bri^nain-r the thara>: or ab­
domen fatal to the boo aiKl that braridimr llio vangs) iiiter-
ferod Viith thoir ilirht. •ihiio the riothod Vi'as not UBablo vrJ th 
bGG8, it v.ould uoorn t]iat tho idea of branding inljiht sorrjutimo be 
foiind useful in rnar^cin?? the elytra of bc-otlen or tho v;intr covers 
of othoi' insocts. 
.pi=pn3ont« 
Pifnncnt it- defined as coloring matter of ar^' kind 
v/hatBoeyor. 'J;ho ugo of pifn^ionta in one fonri or another i:3, of 
courso, ono of t.he raoet obvious v.'ays of marking inueots. 'fhe 
greatest diffioaltios to bo oTorcono l^ive bcjen to soouro a oori)-
biuation containing pi;-^iynt v.'hioh firice fjilniOc-t insts-ntly snd 
eticlcs por?;aancntly» (A method to be raentionod IqXgy has been 
aublishod rooontly which bids fair to be an advanoc oyer anythinfj 
px-eviouBly tried in thia line), There is also the difficulty of 
adaptin,'T any of those -nothoda to uae for markin;,; a large nuTaber 
of individuRls with di£?tinatiVQ aorku or o0fnbijiMti02iw, Thei-o 
arc?, hov-ovcr, about sovon or ei«Tht colors tli^it :m\y be readily 
diKtiiiguiahod, and by using tliom in various oombimitions a con­
siderable nuK'bor of individuals !.;ay be diatincitively rrtarkedo 
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Other advantages in the use of colors for marking insects are; 
their conspicuousness, oase of application, and lack of inter­
ference v/ith the normal activities of the insects. 
Pigments for marking insects have been used in ppv/-
dered form, in the form of dyes and stains, and in various com­
binations in which some kind of coloring matter v/as combined v/ith 
an adhesive, 
POWDEl^n PIGlvKlITS. - Ordinary flour, although not ex­
actly a pigment, has been successfully used by numerous observers 
who sprinkled it over the backs of bees in order to trace them 
to their hives. From among the older v/riters, Huish (9, p.352) 
may be cited as having used this means for marking bees which he 
found two miles froip home. He was, thereby, enabled to ascertain 
that these bees were from his own hives. Bishop (10), who ivorked 
on the dispersion of the house fly, obtained good results by dust­
ing them with colored chalk. On the Y/hole it may be said that pow­
dered pigments by themselves have a very limited usefulness for 
marking honeybees. 
DYES AMD STAIITS. - Parker (11), also working on the 
dispersion of the house fly, succesefully employed solutions of 
acid fuchsin, rosolic acid, aqueous eosin, trypanblau, and methy­
lene green. The stains vrere sprayed onto the flies while in 
traps by means of atomizers. Any method in which marking mater­
ial is applied as a spray is admirably adapted for administering 
a uniform mark to a large number of insects all at one time. 
It does not, however, lend itself so well to use in marking indi­
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viduals. for the number of individuals that can be given dis­
tinctive marks is limited to the seven or eight colors which are 
sufficiently distinct to permit instantaneous recognition. The 
method tried out on bees by the writer vdthout success. It 
was found to be almost imposssible to get enough of the stain to 
remain on the bee to permit easy recognition. Dudley and Searles 
(12, p.364), report similar difficulties in attempting to use 
this method for marking cucumber beetles. In the vaork with flies, 
a minute quantity of the stain on any fly was sufficient because 
the flies were killed, and after being spread out on paper were 
sprayed v/ith other chemicals which dissolved the stain and left a 
colored spot on the paper beneath. Such a process is scarcely 
to be considered for use with honeybees. 
Von-. Frisch (12, p.21) cites Giltay as having thought 
out a unique method in which simple Arabic numerals are wfritten 
upon the backs of the bees by means of white India ink, applicjd 
with a very fine camel's hair brush. It would seem that this 
might be a very excellent ub thod for use in certain types of in­
vestigations. The fine marks of v;hite India ink become obscure 
very quickly, according to Von ITrisch, but it might be possible 
to find some other material v;hich would not be so easily obliter­
ated. The method is open to the further objection that such 
marks could be distinguished only at close range. 
Pixell-Goodrich (8, p.195) made attempts "to tinge 
the wings by applying a dye dissolved in water, alcohol, chloro­
form or ether, but no penetration could be effected". Tests 
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made with siniilur conbiiititioiu- during', the ia-oaeiit iuveKtigations 
yielded no better results. Thua, the experiencoB of various 
workers v;ould indicate that dyes and atains v/hioh are not com­
bined v/ith an adhesive are of canparatively little value for 
marking honeybees. 
PIG:.' ;IJT plus AIJ AJ)ir."SlYi-':o - The marking of bees, 
esneciallj'' queens, by means of pa^int, for purposes of identifi­
cation, is a French invention according to Perret-ilaisonneuve 
(14, p«y4); and it is inferred from-his footnote, "Heauciur rnar-
quait en rouge aes reines", that he believes Reaumur to have 
been the first or at least one of the first to make use of the 
idea. On the eighteenth of August, 1789, Charles Bonnet v^rote 
to Huber (6, p.24) in part as follows: "To ascertain that the 
queen, which has left the hive for impregnation, is the same 
that returns to deposit her eggs, you will find it necessary to 
paint the thorax with some varnish that resists humidity. It 
will also be right to paint the thorax of a considerable number 
of workers in order to discover the duration of their life". 
Huber reports the use of this method in at least three different 
experiments, (6» p« 102, 103, 271). 
Pixell-Goodrich (8, p.195) foiind that "A dab of white 
or light-colored oil-paint on the thorax v^uld sometimes remain 
visable for two or three weeks if it dried quicicly enough and 
was of the correct consistencyVon Frisch (13, p.21), men­
tions the use of oil colors, and apparently found them fairly-
satisfactory for his needs. 
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In the early stages of the present work, use vms made 
of prepared oil paints such as artists use. These paints were 
put up in small collapsible tubes so they kept well and were 
very convenient to use. The paint dried rather quickly and often 
remained for a couple of weeks but the majority of bees marked 
by this method v/ere not seen after four or five days. In some 
cases, the bees would get rid of her mark by scratching it off 
v/ith her clav/s, Whether many of the marks v/ero eliminated in this 
manner it is impossible to say. The most of the studies were 
on field bees and since their death rate is exceedingly high, 
it seems that many of the marked bees probably v;ere eliminated 
by death. 
Perret-ivlaisonneuve (14, p.97) v/arns against the use 
of oil paints and oil varnish. He says that the bees are fond 
of these and v/ill remove them. This may account for the dis­
appearance of some marks, although, during the present work, 
bees were not observed to eat paint of any kind, nor were they 
seen to assist one another in removing the marks. It is possible, 
however, that Perret-Maisonneuve's observations have been made 
on marked queens; whereas, mine have been on workers which might 
account for the difference in our observations on this point. 
Oil paints probably have been employed more widely in marking 
bees than any other combination, with the possible exception of 
mixture of pigment and shellac which are yet to be discussed. 
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A paint prepfi,red with cilcohol and ether instead of 
oil is recommended by stoclcli (15) for marking queens. She 
directs that the pigment bo soakod in alcohol to make a thick 
paste which is then diluted v;ith sulfuric ether until liquid, 
V;ith a blade of grass, a small drop of the color mixture is 
touched to the back of the queen, Stockli saj^B that the color 
dries in a few seconds and v/ill last as long as the queen lives# 
Vihile this combiimtion may remain a year or more on a queen, our 
tests indicated tiiat it lacks much of being a rnianent mark on 
v/orkerse 
7arniah has been tried out as an adhesive in conjunc­
tion with pigments as lias already been mentioned in the passage 
quoted from Bonnet's letter to Huber, and in the citation from 
Perret-Maisonneuve just above, commercial enamels, such as are 
used in painting automobiles a.nd which contain a considerable 
proportion of varnish, were tried by the writer, They dried 
rather slowly and no particular advantage was discovered in 
tiieir use. 
Glue is another adhesive which has been combined with 
coloring matter for marking insects. Dudley and searles (lE,p,364) 
report as follov/s; "Glue, dyed with an India ink, dried so slov/ly 
that beetles marked vrf.th it soon became entangled and incapable 
of flight"• Pigment mixed with gum-arabic was tried by pixell-
Goodrich (8, p. 195) who found it to be "no good at all, for on 
drying it cauie off in a lump with any hairs of the thorax that it 
touched." 
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"Kcvv-skin" (collodion) in combination v;ith pigment, j 
although not widely used, gives some promise, according to 
Pixell-Croodrich {8, p. 196, foot note) U'ho says: "Since writ­
ing this, I have heard from :.Ir. aullsruore that at the Cambridge | 
I 
Institute of Beekeeping, they have added to the pigment used, j 
some of the preoaration icnovm as "new-skin" and in thic v;ay ! 
i 
managed to distinguish bees for three or four weeks". Pixell- { 
I 
Goodrich states tliat from preliminary tests the "nev/-skin" j 
I 
appeared to "give elasticity and so prevent the pigment from 
coming off so quickly. However, even this has a tendency to 
i 
peel off and bring the thoracic hairs vvith it". 
Shellac appears to be the most satisfactory adhesive 
that has been used in combination with pigments for marking 
honey-bees. It is just possible that Bonnet (6, p.2»4) had this 
substance in mind when he wrote Iluber the suggestion of paint­
ing the thorax of bees "with some varnish that resists humidity", j 
1 
With the possible exception ox the citation just given, no re- I 
ferences to the use of shellac in marking bees has been found j 
previous to 1914 v/hen Brunnich (15) reporter! favorably on the 
/ 
use of shellac-pigment mixtures for marking bees, particularly 
queens. Since tliat time, Queen, (17), Perret-jMaisonneuve 
(14, p.94), yon Frisch (12, p. 23), the OTiter, and others have 
used this combination with fairly satisfactory results. It is j 
difficult to give an exact formula for the preparation of this ; 
i 
color mixture but the follov/ing desoription should enable one ' j 
i 
to obtain good results after a little experience. ! 
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Mix auout ec^uaX pai'ts (Isy voXuine) of Vvliiljs slisllac xii aXcolxcXi 
powdered pigmont of the desired color, and 95 percent alcohol, 
2he amount of alcohol needed will depend on the consistency of 
the shellac used, but v/hen ready for use, the preparation should 
he of such a consistency that it will just barely drop from 
the end of a toothpiclc v;hich has been dipped into it and then 
held in a perpendicular position. In order to secure good re­
sults in marking, it is important that this pi-eparation be 
neither too thick nor too thin. Ixperionce alone v/ill enable 
one to get it just right. Perret-Maisonneure (14, p. 94) 
advocates the use of ether instead of alcohol for thinning the 
ffiirturs. oith rofcrcnce to the use of the shellac-pigment com­
bination, Brunnich, (16) says, "If the marks are well made, they 
remain clearly for four years." It would seem tliat a mark 
\vhich lasts four years on a queen ought to last at least a like 
number of v/eeks on a worker, but v/e have found to our disappoint­
ment tioat, in some eases, it has not lasted even four days# 
But when the painting vvas carefully done, the marks usually, re­
mained a week or tv/o and sometimes longer.. 
Shellac has recently been used in coabination v/ith 
coloring matter in two other ways by Dudley and Searlos (IE) 
who developed these methods for use in marking cucumber beetles. 
These investigators have done considerable work in an attempt 
to improve the technique of marking insects, and since both 
methods described by them give promise of usefulness for mark­
ing honeybees, their report covering the development ox these 
methods is quoted in full. 
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o *5 v; 1*^ r1i-.'• 
. A* W W iflc* 
"i'lirporiEOiitfj in riarki»2>r oootlco v;ere bo(;:U3i in 1920, 
couGiderrt,l)lo tiiiio boinrj dcivoted to i'indinr a niatorinl and a 
msthod v;}iiv'j}i woulu lU-lor; rapio. .T.,n'j sxusoosuful MarI:i2Lg» "Tho 
principal difficulty v.^ae in aacuriiig adhcoion oi tho cim'iciiis 
colors to th(! cjlytra, An-ou;;; the- cub^^tf.ntJCJB tcctod vera gluo, 
oolorcd aniline dyos, iiidia inits, and shelXao, caicl 
alt}iouf?li toijtc'd in variouB coinbiiiationG ?tll proved 
imsuitabic o ;>lae, tlyed v,lth an India iiiic, dried so slov/ly 
tiiTit bcot3.GB r.uiricod with it Goa3i been wo incap­
able of i'lights oolored eiiEili^s, which iiad been used j^uocose!-
folly by othor -yioTKerB iii r larliixijT bees mid r-ijuiy .i)i\>t(/r::, f;.iil« 
ed to adhoro to tho almost teirloss bodies of the booties» 
Aiiiline dyes or India inkn, used v/ithout an adliosivo, vjere 
almost indisccriiablo on dryiiipo aoa-.iorcial ahollac had the 
same objeotioiiablG .jwalities as glut3« -Xho d^ii-jent iCiual3^" 
eraployad vvas a precipitate rosultiiif^ frora thoroughly cii>:in;? 
t'vo onrtn shellao and one part of various India ii2ii:a» Thia 
p/rooipitate v.<as very adhoront to the elytra of the betjtle# 
jt rctp.inod its color well and dried qulclily but could not 
be suitably applied eiroopt by raeajis of ei small oomel'ts hair 
brush. 111 order to rtakG tho xiosTJially ver^/ I'vctivo beetles 
aoro easy to handle ivhile boing rnariced, a mothod of ohillin{;j 
by placing thoii In tant txibca in ice VsT.ter, vjas ofisployede 
3y this prooeai; tut; beetles wore narked offactively» It ms 
used also v/ith oomplote suceesn by .n« ?• liov.'ai-d at 3ir!:iinghL>n, 
Ala., in marbling the Liexican boan beetle# This raothod, how­
ever, is vei'j- laborious, about i-^DOO booties oor diopi re-
•quiring tvfo wen's worlc, 2he principal rtroblca durin;^ the 
season of isr^s v.-as, tlierofoare, to find oono equally good 
t'larking accent v.']iioh could bo apnliod viith nuch t!;2*eator rapid~ 
ity* 
"A colorinfc agent v/as finally produoed by dilutiiii? 
shellac with alcohol, using alcohol-coluble aniline dyes as' 
tiis eoloriiig natter# 'I'lio raoct catisfactory eolution was one 
composed of ei>: psrto alcohol and four oartis comriorcial oholiac, 
colored vdth a Dntiirated solution of tho aniline dye in alco»» 
hole This dried <Uiioi-ly, adhered well to the body of the 
beetle, roto.inod its color indefinitely, /ind did not inter-
foi'o in ai^' v/jiy with the noraal fusictionii of the iiistict. An 
added adVfintagG of tho diluted shelltio over former snateritiia 
UBcd was th».t ii. oould bo sprayed on the beetles with an 
ato&iiaor« TnxB raaterial also provided e. vqvj offcctivo riarlii-
ini? at'i^ont for other iuaects, especially for boos, Bece jnaric-
Gd with a £j0luti0n of seven parto alcohol and three parts 
shollao dyed vdth aniline green, remained vividly colox'od 
seven daye after they xiad boon Riarlced® A tiolution of eight 
TT-artr; alcohol and tv.'o piarts ehellac v/ith aniline /<roen as tho 
ooloring af~ont proved Gatisfactosy for house ilieg and tho 
potato aphis e tho color being partlcularl;>'" co2i.?:piououo on tho 
v;i2aga •" 
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ilethods Suited To This Study-
In order to satisfy the needs of tho prespnt study, 
a method of marking was required which v.'ould permit instant 
recognition and positive identification of each one of a num­
ber of individuals belonging to the same colony, and v/hich 
woxild not interfere with the normal activities of the beeso 
Ease of administration and permanency of the mark were much 
to be desired, but not so essential as the qualities just 
mentioned. On this basis, it was necesiary to discard all 
methods involving mutilations and branding; also those employ-
i2ig such substances as chalk dust and stains because none of 
thom could provide distinctive marks for more than about hcilf 
a dozen individuals# The only method that ms found suitable 
was the 'use of various pigments combined v/ith some adhesive 
and v;hich could be applied as small spots on the thorax or ab­
domen or both# Artists oil colors in tubes were used with 
moderate success. A mixture of powered pigment, shellac and 
alcohol gave marks that as a rule remained longer tlian oil 
colors. The precipitate resulting from thoroughly mixing 
two parts of shellac and one part of various India inks, de­
veloped by Dudley and Searles (12), was not known to the writer 
at the time this v/ork was in progress but he plans to give it a 
trial at the first opportunity. 
Systems of Color Combinations 
The distinctive marking of individuals in excess of 
the number of colors that can be instantly recognized, involved 
Sfi 
the use of some sort of a system of color combiimtions# The 
following seven colors wero found to be most readily distin­
guished; white, pinlc, yellow, orange, red, light green, and 
blue, seven bees could then be marked on the thorax each vdth 
a different color, and seven more could be marked on the abdo­
men. Then by using two spots of color, one on the thorax and 
the other on the abdomen, it was possible to mark forty-nine 
more individuals or a total of sixty-three bees. It v;as nevor 
found desirable to have more than this number of marked bees 
in aiiy one colony because it would have been impossible at 
times to record the desired data on a greater number, even 
though there was a secretary who did nothing but record the 
data as reported by the two observers. 
Von Prisch (IS, p. 23) describes a system of combina­
tion of color spots v/hich permits the making of as many as 
599 different combinations. The system which he describes pro­
bably is as good as has ever been devised for marking a great 
number of individuals. He used the folloxving colors; loWhite, 
2, red, 3, orange, 4. yellov/, and 5. light green. A spot of 
color placed on the fore part of the thorax represented the 
numeral 1, if white; 2,red; 3, orange; 4,yellow; 5 light green. 
The numerals 6,7,8,9 and 0, were respectively represented by.a 
spot of white, red, orange, yellow or light green when located 
on the posterior half of the thorax. A v/hite spot on the abdo­
men represented 100; red, 200; orange, SOO; yellov/, 400; and 
li^t green, 500. VJhenever two spots appear on the thorax. 
i the one intended to represent uiiits place is located tov.'ards 
I the bee's right side, •v;.'hile the one intended to represent tens 
i place is located towards the bees left side. I'hus the num-
! 
I ber 21 would be represented by a red spot and a white one, 
I both located on the anterior half of the thoras: with the red 
p tov/ard the bee's left side and the white tov/ards the right, 
£ 
p I which, of course, is quite the natural v/ay to read then v;hen 
n 
one stands at the rear of the bee» 
During the early stages of the writer's experience 
in marking bees, the use of two color spots on the thorax was 
tested out. It was found that, although such combinations 
v;ere quite satisfactory for use on bees that could be observed 
at rest or moving slowly, they could not be identified on rapid­
ly moving bees with sufficient certainty to permit their use 
in the investigations under v;ay. Indeed, the simpler plan of 
using only one color spot on either thorax, abdomen, or both., 
proved to be complicated enough v3aen taking data rapidly from 
marked bees that were entering and leaving the entrance of a 
full colony having eight Langstroth. frames of brood, in spit© 
of the slowing down effect brought about by the special entrance 
device soon to be described. 
Technique of Marking 
The marking of bees in connection with the present 
studies \ms done largely, although not exclusively, on bees 
that were field workers, engaged in gathering either nectar, 
pollen, or vm-ter. This being the case, it is thought desirable 
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to describe the marking process as applied particularly to this 
phase of the v;ork, The actiial process of applying the paint 
would,of course, be the same in all caseso 
The fact has boon previously pointed out that the 
marks are sometimes lost within a fevj days. The very high death 
rate for field bees, no doubt accoxints for the disappearance of 
a considerable number of narked bees* It was found best, there­
fore, to mark the bees immediately before beginning to take re­
cords; and in order that data mi^t be secured over a period of 
several consecutive days, Monday was usually selected for mark­
ing and getting a start at taking records# 
The colony to be used was first fitted out with one 
of the special entrance devices to vAiich reference has already 
been made. This slowed dovm the ingress and egress of the bees 
very markedly when first put on, but after it had been in place 
for one day most of the bees seemed to have learned hov/ to get 
through v/ith only a slight slackening of their usual gaito This 
slowing doivn v^as especially desirable on the first day because 
it made easier the capture of the bees that were to be marked. 
In catching a bee for marking, the only points considered were 
that it should not show signs of extreme old age and that it 
must carry the right kind of a load. The former point was 
judged on general appearances, including such well known indi­
cations as frayed wings and heirlessness. The latter point was 
variously determined depending upon the nature of the load, 
A pollen-carrier, in order to be eligible to receive the dis­
;j5 
tinguishing mark, must carry a pollen load gathered from a 
particular kind of plant such as ragv/eed, com, or something 
else as the case might be. Usually it was easy enough to de­
termine the source of a load of pollen from its color alone* 
but frequently the shape of the pollen load ms an aid in dis­
tinguishing between pollens that v/ere eomev^hat similar in color. 
She selection 'of nectar-carriors and v/ater-carriers 
was not so simple, because those loads were carriea inside the 
bee's body and, anyv/ay, they could not have been distinguished 
from each other had they been in plain sight, lixperience soon 
enables one to recognize bees that have loads in their honey-
sacs from the size and shape of the abdomen aiifi the way it is 
carried in flight or when crawling; but to determine ?/hether 
the load is of nectar or of vmter requires an actual test, 
A description of the method v;hich v/as discovered for making 
such a test will follow soon. 
It was found helpful to contract the entrance to a 
passage only large enough for one or t\70 bees to pass at a 
time, for then one had a better opportunity to select bees show­
ing the desired characteristics and to caxjture them, prospective 
candidates for marking were caught in glass vials measuring 
fifteen millimeters inside diameter. Vials both larger and 
smaller than tMs were tried out. It was found tliat with the 
larger ones it v-ias not easy to get the bee to crawl up into 
the vial and with the smaller ones it was difficiilt to get 
the vial over a bee without pinching her; but with those of the 
proper diamotar, she would begin to crawl up tho aide of the 
vial almost as soon as it was plitced over her. 
Tho captured bee was then transferred to a smaller 
vial having a diameter of only ten millimeters, from which she 
oould bo removed v/ith less danger of letting her escape than 
oou3.d be done v/hen using a le.x-ger vial# A number of bees v/ould 
be captured before j^roceeding to another step, each bee being 
placed in a separate ten-millimeter vial and confined there by 
means of a cork having notches cut in its sides to admit the 
air. In dealing with pollen-carriers, the character of the load 
could, nov,' be exo.mined more closely, and if found to be from the 
desired source, the bee was ready for marking. Ilectar-cariiors 
and water-carriers, however, Vv'ere not ready for marking until 
the tost was made which would show whether the honey-sac con­
tained nectar or water. 
The testing for water versus nectar v>'as done as fol-
lov-^s: A sheet of filter paper was laid on the table or hix'e 
cover, as the case mi^t be. A ten-millimeter vial containing 
a bee was laid upon the filter paper. Yi/hile holding tho vial 
with the left hand, its cork was removed and the open mouth 
quickly guarded by means of a small piece of window screen hold 
in the right.hand. The piece of screen wire used measured about 
forty by sixty millimetojrs and had a rectangular notch at one 
end just wide enough to permit the end of the vial to pass 
through it so that a portion of the screen eztendeci on either 
side of the vial, thus helping to prevent the escape of tho bee. 
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..hen the bee crsv;led cut of the vinl, the Bcreon was brought 
down on top of her witts Just ono\5gh prCiBGiirQ to pv>ovent her 
occGr.x3» p,entie ni'GosiiJr'O on the abcloinen usually 
ctiUBed the l)ee to disr,orge a small quontit^f of hor load which 
Irnirjedlatoly sosked into the filtoj;* p£i|:5cr» The bse Vi'aa re­
placed in hor vial which bore a nisrsbcr-, to £'A-ait the outcoffle 
of the testa A circle v/as di-nwn arairjfi the spot cn t},>.o filter 
paix3r find mRi'-ked. ^vith the niET.hai* coxtgspending to tho vial 
taininf^ tho bee* By the tir.,e each of half a doscn bees hEd bsen 
induced to give up a sample of its load, the result of the first 
teot Could be told ayji wore ready to proceed with the siarking« 
The coloi" mixtures were Icept in aniGll glass vials 
v/hlch \:mve tightly corked and held in en upright position by 
being placed in auger holes bo3?ed into g block of vJocd. Eight 
soft pine sticljB, six inches long and a Quarter inch in diniaoter 
completed the outfit# One stick ;vas whittled so as to fona a 
spatula-like portion fit ono end, and then a notch was cut in 
the end of the spatula. This notched stick was to used to 
hold the I>3e while applying the paint. A b£)&11 nail-hol© nsacle 
111 one end of each of th© other seven little sticks adraitted the 
end of a toothpick i?hich vms used instofid of a brush for ?3pply« 
ing tlie spot of color. One such etldf was for use with eech 
different J'-olor of pcints and when one toothpick bocRirj© too 
thickly covorod v/ith pa5.nt it thrown mj&y and r-epl&CGd by 
a nsv; onoo 
^8 
The "bee to be marked v/as released from the ten-milli-
meter vial under the rectangle of soreen just as 'before v/hen 
testing for water or nectar. Once under the; screen, she was 
permitted to crawl out to the edge of it \7hen the notched rticls; 
vm.s thrust down over her narrow waist, holding her securely but 
permitting great freedom in applying the color to both thorax 
and abdomen, \7hen only the thorax was to be marked, it v/as not 
necessary to use the notched stick because a very ^satisfactory 
job could be done by painting right through one of the meshes 
of the v/ire screen, but when putting a color spot, on the abdo­
men, it was found necessary to hold the bee in such a way that 
the wings could be kept out of the way while applying the paint. 
By means of this notched stick the wings v;ere effectively kept 
out of the way and could be kept there long enough to permit 
the paint to dry somewhat before giving the bee her freedom. 
The bee was usually released within a minute or so after paint­
ing, when generally she would sail off into the air and be gone 
for a few minutes before returning to the hive to dispose of 
the load she had been prevented from delivering on schedule 
time, v;hen such a flight was taken, the paint was usually 
dried nicely, and frequently the bee would go right along with 
her work without paying any attention to the paint on her back. 
Reactions of Bees to Marking 
Different individuals reacted differently upon bear­
ing painted. Some paid lit lie, if any, attention to the pre­
sence of the paint, while others tried to scratch it off with 
their clav/s or rub it off with the brushes of the planta, de~ 
od 
pending on the location of the spot of paint; and the aad ]xi rt 
of it is they r.onieticies succeeded^ Usually5 however, the hee 
soon ceased to notice the p-^int and went on a'oout her "business 
as usual. Liuch was found to depend on the consistenoy of the 
paint and the nioety with vi/hich it vvas gotten onto the bee. 
A small spot v/ell located ",nd mode \7ith paint of the proper con­
sistency seldom received much attention from the bee and vjas 
much more likely to remain than a daub of thick color smeared 
promiscuously over the bee. Care had to be used to avoid 
getting paint on the oyes as a bee seldom worked normally v;hen 
her eyas were smeared, but would spend all her time trying to 
rub off the paint. 
Conclusions 
The use of pigments in one combina-tion or another was 
the only method of marking bees found v/hich was at all suited 
to the needs of the problem in hand. Considerable data of value 
\vere secured through the use of artistes oil colors. Shellac 
colored with various powdered pigments was used more than any 
other combination, but no material tried, so far, has been 
found entirely satisfactory for use in investigations in which 
a permanent mark is essential. The lack of a satisfactory 
method for marking bees has alv/ays been and, in the oi)inion of 
the writer, still remains one of the greatest obstacles to those 
T/ho seek to ferret out the life history of the individual honey­
bee. 
4.D 
beuuiiii;a TiuL IXGOPJJS 
Records were iieiot of the time of dep&rture and re­
turn of each marked "bee, observatione wore begun as soon as 
possible after marking the bees and vvero continued v;ithout in­
terruption until bees ceased flying at uight. Shey v;oro begxin 
again early each aoming and continued all day long for a nximber 
of days in succession. 5?wo obsorx^ert- v^er-e ivatohing the entraiiee 
practically all of the time, so that the chances for a mariied 
bee to pass unnoticed v/ere reduced to a minimum, so long as 
the number of bees to be watched v;as small, one of the two ob­
servers recorded the necessary data on a sheet so ruled that 
only the hour and minute needed to be written in the proper 
square each time a marked bee passed the entrance# But when 
data were being secured from a larger number of individuals, a 
third person acted as recorder while both observers gave their 
full attention to the entrance. At such times the marked bees 
often kept all three of us working full speed to keep up, 
The system used in recording the data for a few bees 
was not so v/ell suited for a larger number because too much time 
was consximed in locating the right square on such a large sheet. 
The record sheet was then reduced to two double columns, one 
for records of outgoing, the other for incoming bees. The left 
hand side of each double column was for the time v;hile the right 
was for the designation of the individual. Frequently several 
marked bees would enter or leave the hive almost together, and 
in such cases it was necessary to make only one entry in the 
time column. In reading the mark on any bee, the color combina­
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tion was spoken by the observer who always gave the thorax 
color first, thus, "green-yellow, which indicated green on 
the thorax and yellow on the abdomen, and was recorded by the 
abbreviation "g y". A bee having no mark on the thorax, but 
having yellov; on the abdomen was denoted as "blank-yellow" and 
recorded "-y". If there v/as a red spot on the thorax and no 
color on the abdomen, the bee reg-istered "r-"* A designating 
number was assigned to each marked bee and, at a later date, all 
the records for that bee were brought together in their proper 
order, thus giving practically a complete record of the number 
and duration of her field trips and hive stays for the entire 
period. 
EKTRiUICE D?":VIGES 
normal colonies of medium strength in ordinary ten 
frame Langstroth hives were used exclusively in securing data 
on the number of trips per d8.y» and the time spent in the field 
and in the hive by field bees. . Colonies in observation hives 
wore not used for this purpose because of the possible ob,Sect­
ion that data secured from them might not be typical of aver­
age colonies. 
It should be remembered that, in order to know when 
each marked bee passed into or out of the hive, it v.'as necess-
aary for the observer to see the back of every bee that went 
through the entrance. And v/hile it often is difficult enough 
to see every bee that enters or leaves an observation hive, 
it rei^uires strcnous watching to see every one tlxat enters or 
leaves a full siaed colony. There are three reasons for this, 
A much larger number of bees must bo scanned constantly, the 
ingi'css and egress often is more rapid^ and bees leaving the 
hive frequently appear at the entrance upside dovm, clingins: 
to the lov/er edge of the hive body# Such bees very commonly 
tal:e vjing from this position so that marks on their backs can-
not bo seen# While the two last named difficulties are en­
countered to some extent in the observation hive, they are 
vastly greater when observing at the entrance of an ordinary 
hive, A special entrance device was constructed, the object 
of which was to reduce these difficulties as much as possible 
v/ithout materially interferring with the activities of the bees. 
In fact, several different devices were oonstiructed, 
The first device constructed was nothing more than a 
screen-covered tunnel six inches wide and five sixteenths of an 
inch deep which extended eight inches in front of the hive. 
2his arrangement reduced the width of entrance by half and It 
was hoped that the bees would soon become accustomed to their 
nev; entrance and v/ould pass back and forth in plain vievf under 
the v/ire screen. I'hoy had no trouble finding their way out, 
but they certainly had no notion of how to get i^ through it. 
Incoming beos alighted on the top of the screened tunnel and 
clustered on the top of the tunnel and on the front of the 
hive where they v/ould remain indefinitely. 2o remedy this de­
fect, a board eighteen inches wide and two feet high was erected 
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at the outer end of the tunnel as a false hive-front. 'fMe vsaa 
a great improvement but it lacked much of perfection. An oc­
casional bee would find its way behind the false front, and 
would alight on the screen over the tunnel ?/here it \70uld re-
nain, trying to find a place to get through the screen. The 
number of bees there iiicroased constantly. Brushing then amy 
did no good, Hilling them v/as little better. A pane of glass 
laid over the screen improved matters slightly, but it v.as more 
difficult to seo the bees passing beneath than through the 
screeii alone. Aft:or the false front was erected, one observer 
Avatclied the bees at the ciouth of the tunnel v/hile the other 
v/atched them from above as they passed through the tunnel, but 
neither observer could watch both places at one time nor did 
either position eiiable the observer to be entirely certain of 
all his observations. One of the \irorst features of this de­
vice ?^as the fact that inany bees crawled through the tunnel 
upside dovai, and took v;ing without giving cither observer a 
chance to see v/hether they were marked. 
2hc second entrance device v/as made along lines 
quite similar to the first but vath several improvements. The 
tunnel was made narrower and longer, being only three and one-
half inches v/ide and twelve inches long, thus providing a pas­
sage way still more easily watched. The greatest improvement, 
however, made by allowing the screen cover of th© tunnel 
to protude nearly half an inch in front. She cross-strands of 
wire were removed from the protruding portion so that a rovj 
-A 
of little prongs projected just alDOVG the entrance to tho tvin-
nel. These jjrongs were then hent downward mitil there \ms 
"barely room for a bee to pass benoath their points. The object 
of this row of downward pointing prongs v/as to cause bees crawl­
ing out through the tunnel upside dou-n to turn right side up be­
fore taking iving. It proved to be a long step in the right 
direction for not only did it cause outgoing bees to right them­
selves before taking v;lng but also prevented incoming beos from 
alighting and entering in an inverted position as they would 
eometimos do, othervidse. It also produced a more marked slowing 
up of traffic than had the first device. But it v/as not v;holly 
satisfactory because the fal^e front had to be used in connection 
\vith it and as v/as pointed out above, the false front does not 
allow a view of the entrance and the tunnel at one and the same 
time; moreover, the observer was compelled to maintain an un­
comfortable position in order to view the tunnel properly. 
'fhe third attempt Vi'as not "the charm" but rather a 
digression. It was a radical departure from the two previous de­
vices in more ways than one. The plan was to construct a combina 
tion device which would provide adequate opportunity to observe 
the passing bees and at the same time provide a means for catch­
ing and painting bees expeditiously. It did neither. But a 
knowledge of things that will not v/ork is often useful, so a 
brief description of this apparatus follows, numerous narrow, 
glass-covered tunnels v/ore arranged to occupy the full width of 
the hive. Half of these tunnels were wide enough for a bee to 
i paas each other, 'iJhe remainder of the tunnels were just v/ide 
1 enough to permit tv;o heee to travel side "by side or to pass each 
i other. Instead of a pane of glass over the whole set of turmels 
i 
' narrow strips of glass wore used in such a v/ay that each strip 
j 
: of glass covered nearly one-half of each of tvifo adjacent tunnels 
1 
i The glass strips did not fit close to each other but v/ere spaced 
I apart leaving a cracic about one-sixteenth of an inch wide right 
j 
I over the middle of each tmmel and running the full length of 
I 
I it. Provision v;as made for closing both ends of any or all tun-
j nels so that bees might be confined v;hile being touched with a 
I spot of color through the crack between the glass strips. 
As might be expected, the narrower tunnels were con­
tinually blocked because an outgoing and an incoming bee would 
meet and, in the absence of room to pass each other, a deadlock 
I would enaue unless one bee could succeed in forcing the other 
i 
I to back out of the tunnel. The wider tunnels were not so rauoh 
troubled in this respect. But the device was a flat failure be­
cause such a large proportion of the bees walked on the side-
walls of the tunnels where their backs could neither be seen 
nor be painted. 
The success of the device which v;as provided with a 
row of down-turned prongs at is entrance, pointed the way to a 
still more simple and more satisfactory apparatus. If all the 
bees coiild be compelled to enter and leave the entrance "right 
side up ?;ith care" there was little need for the tunnel. Ex­
perience in using the device with the row of prongs suggested 
that a similar set of down-turned prongs, installed on the in-
I side of the hive at the entrance, ought to be inBtrumental in 
[ 
I causing the outgoing "bees to right themselves "before goin^r 
ithrough the entrance. A very simple piece of apparatus em-
i bodying these ideas \ms soon constructed by tacking a strip of 
1 wire screen two inches v;ide to the under side of a regular en-
i 
I trance-reducer block, The v/ire orojected about half an inch 
j 
I on each side of the reducer block and all the cross i?ires were 
j 
removed from the projecting portions, leaving only a rov? of 
prongs on either side of the block. The prongs Vv-ere then curv-
« 
ed down on both sides of the block and the device shoved into 
the regular hive entrance. The results were all that could be 
exnected. The width of this entrance v/as only three inches so 
it was easily watched. The preseiioe of those dov/n-turned prongs 
prevented bees from getting through the entrance at too rapid a 
I pace. There vas scarcely one bee per day that--succeeded in get­
ting through this arrangement in such a, manner that its back 
could not be seen; and it was less tiresome to make observations 
v/ith this type of apparatus ths-n with any other that was tried« 
The only other device iaio\s/n to the v;riter vjhich cor­
responds in any way to the apparatus just described, is one used 
by Von Frisch, (15, p.l2). It is constructed along very dif­
ferent lines from those used in the present studies, being a 
large tunnel constructed of boards, and extending about sis feet 
in front of the hive. The tunnel is about eighteen inches square 
in cross-section at its outer ond and for about half its entire 
length. From this point, the tunnel tapers to an opening only 
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two and one-hal±' inchcs squai'e at the front of the hive. 
Three glass covered openings are provided in each of the two 
side-walls, thus giving opportunity for observing the bees as 
they pass tlirough the lon^: tunnel. 
It would appear that Von Frisch's entrance arrange­
ment might have some distinct advantages over even tho most 
satisfactory one devised by the v/riter. It likewise presents 
possibilities for disadvantages, so it will be the safer policy 
to withhold judgment until the nev/ device is given a trial. 
a test for elictar vl::iisus vjater 
Eectar-carriers cannot be distinguished from water-
oarriers by their appearance because nectar and water are both 
carried in tho honey-sac, which is located inside the abdomen 
of the bee» Yet it became necessary to be able to determine 
v/hether a given bee was engaged in carrying the one or the other. 
One way to find out was to kill the bee, dissect out its honey-
sac and taste the contents. This manner of determining tho honey-
sac contents was used frequently to find out what proportion of 
incoming bees were carrying noctar and what proportion were car­
rying v/ater. But a bee subjected to this test v;as not a promis­
ing subject from v/hich to determine the number of trips a bee 
would make in a day. Hence, a means for finding the nature of 
the honey-sac contents v/ithout injury to the bee v.®s greatly de­
sired. 
The solution to this, apparently, difficult, problem 
worked itself out quite unexpectedly in the following manner. 
•^8 
i One day when dissecting out the honey-Bacs from a considerable 
I number of bees, it chanced that they v;ere laid out on a sheet 
of filter parser, \7hen an attempt was made to remove them, 
: several adhered to the paper so that they v/ere ruptured and 
their contents spilled on the filter paper. It v^as observed 
; that the content of some honey-sacs was absorbed very rapidly 
I while that of others was observed to be slightly sticJcy and 
I of course were nectar, while the latter showed no stickiness 
i and was ;5udged to be v/ater. A further observation which in-
I dicated the latter to be water, was that, in a number of cases, 
j a conspicuous deposit of fine particles of soil v/as left on 
I 
! the filter paper, subsequent observation in the field shov/ed 
! that many bees were sipping their loads of water from puddles 
} and muddy furrows. These observations were interesting but 
did not appear to have any special significance, iDhe sheet 
of filter paper wassshoved aside with a sigh; and an unsatis­
factory afternoon's labors v/ere closed. 
a?he following morning, recalling the "mud" obtained 
from some of those honey-sacs the previous afternoon, the fil­
ter paper was sought in order that it might bear witness to 
asay v^ho should doubt such a case. Upon reaching for the paper, 
the thing that attracted my attention v/aa not the sputa of "mud", 
but the spots as of oil on paper - translucent spots. The spots 
of "mud" were there all right to show where the water had soak­
ed in, but the tiunslucent spots were scattered about on various 
parts of the filter paper at the exact places where honey-sacs 
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had lost their contents, and a shriveled honey-sac v/as !-:till 
to be found on evury one of the translucent spots. The sit­
uation was entirely clear. A sugar solution, as is v/ell 
knovm, upon drying on paper leaves a translucent soot. VJher~ 
ever the muddy water had evaporated, the dirt remained and 
there v/as no translucent area. The translucent spots on the 
filter paper showed which honeysaos had contained nectar. 
If only the "boe could somehow be induced to give up 
a portion of her load, the problem, would be solved, somebody 
said; "Choke *em". V/ell, the idea seemed to have merit, i'he 
bee could disgorge voluntarily, so why not under the persuasion 
of gentle pressure on the abdomen. It was tried. It worked. 
Thereafter, bees to be tested ivere simply held on top of a 
sheet of filter paper v/hile gentle pressure was applied to the 
abdomen, A fraction of a load is sufficient for the test, and 
if the bee is properly handled, no apparent injury is done the 
bee. Bees subjected to this test have continued to yield data 
as satisfactorily as pollen-carriers which, of course, did not 
have to undergo the test. 
Investigation of the limits of this test showed that 
it was useless for detecting the presence of sugar in aqueous 
solutions of honey containing less than about thirty percent 
sugar. It is, therefore, less sensitive than the average human 
taste but is more convenient to apply. So far, it has been 
found entirely trustworthy for detecting water-carriers and 
nectar-carriers, and in no case have the results obtained from 
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such individuals, indicatoa in any way that an error had been 
made in this respect, She investigation further indicated 
that the approximate concentration of nectar could be detected 
by this test. 
The fact that analyses of nectar taken from various 
flowers, have been shov-fn by De Plants (7, p,559) to contain 
sugar in quantities of only about twenty to forty percent might 
lead some to doubt the trustworthiness of this tost. It has 
been observed, however, by Brunnich (18) and others that nectar 
is already somewhat concentrated by the bees by the time it 
reaches the hive, and De Planta himself concluded from his ob­
servations that the bees throw off a considerable quantity of 
the water v;hile it is in their stomachs. It is probable, there­
fore, that the test is suffuciently reliable for practical use, 
and since it is so simple and so easily applied, it may De more 
serviceable than a more sensitive test that would be more com­
plicated, 
DETSRI/JKASIOH OF 'fiCi flyiij(J 
The first published account of weights of honeybees 
of which we have record is that quoted by Wildman (19, p.77) 
from the iinknpwn author of the "Natural History of Bees", It 
is assumed that the book referred to is the "Histoire Eaturelle 
des Abeilles" published in Paris, 1744, or the English trans­
lation of the same work which v;aB published in London the same 
year. Tiiis author weighed bees killed in a robbing episode and 
found that 168 were required to wei^ half an ounce, which would 
bo 64.4 nig# per bGo» To satisfy iiimseif on this point, vjilduian 
weighed bees which ho took iTom a hive on a very cold day. They 
were allowed to fly to a window where they soon became chilled 
and inactive. He found that of these, only 154 were required 
to weigh half an ounce, v/hich is equaivalent to 92 rag. per beo, 
j)u.ring the last century. Cotton, (20, p.327), Collin (<^1)« 
Gelieu (22, p.250), Zoons (23 and 24), Gillette (25), Lazenby 
(26), Macdonald (27) and some others have published data on the 
weight of bees. 
A dependable method for finding the numerical strength 
of colony has long been sought by the practical apiarist as well 
as the scientific worker. Bees are now sold extensively by the 
Dound at prices that are about ten times that of honey * The 
purchaser should be able to check up on the number of bees he 
gets per pound in order to know whether he is getting full value 
in bees. Bot of these problems require for their solution the 
use of a factor which may be designated as the minimum flyi^S 
weight. AS has been pointed out already, the particular need 
for such a factor in connection with the studies at hand v/as for 
determining the noctar-oarrying capacity of the honeybee. 
With this factor established, the load carried could be found 
by deducting it from the gross weight of the loaded bee. 
Several previous investigators have attempted to de­
termine the carrying capacity of the bee by deducting the aver­
age weight of outgoing bees from that of incoming bees. Whether 
or not the average weight of outgoing bees may safely be used as 
a basis for this detei-mination may be determined from Table I. 
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Which contains a fairly complete list of weights previously j 
i 
published for outgoing bees, together v;ith records secured | 
i 
during the present investigation. A variation of from 71 to : 
123 mg. is shown for individual bees and from 75 to 104 njg. 
for averages. 'Jhese are wide variations espocialiy as all but 
a few of these figures are for the Italian race. Figures from I 
Koons (23 and 24) are for Italians and Italian-Black hybrids; | 
I 
those from Gillette (25) and those secured by the v/ritor are ! 
i 
for Italians. In the other cases, the race used ie not stated, j 
Kot on].y is there variation in weights obtained from different | 
i 
colonies, but also in records taken from a single colony on j 
different days and even for different times on the same day, as 
is shown by the data from colony 62. 






















^Unknown 168 84.4 1744 Bees killed in robbing | 
episode. | 
Geliou 83.0 Probably outgoing bees-j 
Koons 1 80.0 1893 Lightest of 10 bees. j 
Tf 1 109.5 It Heaviest of 10 bees. | 
U 10 93,9 11 1 1 
Tt 1 82.5 1895 Lightest of 10 bees. j 
It 1 123.2 ft Heaviest " " " j 
II 10 94.5 n j 
Gillette 29 75.2 6-15-'94 
It EO 75.2 10- 5-*96 Robbers | 
II 20 90.7 6-•28-'97 ! 
It 5 86.9 tt ti 11 stomach entirely emptyj 
If 1 83.3 It 11 n selected small. 
Lazenby 1 71.0 5--17-'99 Lightest of 16 bees, j 
II 1 92.0 it H II Heaviest " " " ' 
It 16 79.0 n II II 1 
Macdonald 82.5 1912 1 
* Quoted by Wildman (19, p.77). 
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!ra"blQ I. - Weights of outp^oing bees -• Qontinued 
Nxim- Aver. col­
Investi­ "ber v;t. ony 
gator. bees in Hour. Date. num­ Bemarks . 
used. mg. ber. 
Park 25 84.0 8; 30 7-28'19 57 
25 84.2 8:00 8-29'19 48 
10 82.9 3;00 12-30*19 1 
25 89.2 8; 00 8-4-'19 62 210 gain-no loss. 
25 83.3 2»30 V tt n 62 V It V It 
25 95.0 10:00 8-28'19 62 Good gain (6#) 
25 100.8 1:00 » »» i» 62 If If ff 
25 104.0 4:00 fl l» H 62 H Tt It 
25 88.8 7:30 9-5-'19 62 Fair gain (4.5#) 
25 94.5 4:30 If II It 62 ft It tt 
25 84.4 8:00 9-11'19 62 Slight loss 
25 82.5 12:30 II H II 62 II n 
25 81.2 4:30 l» l» II 62 II It 
25 89.0 2:30 4-5-'20 26 
25 86.2 3:00 4-7-'20 46 Temperature 47 F. 
25 84.7 3:00 I' l» IT 46 If II II 
20 86.9 3:00 •1 t? 11 46 tt II It 
25 87.3 2:00 4-8-»20 46 If If 52 
25 86.1 2:10 II It 11 46 It ft 11 
25 84.6 2:20 4-8-»SO 46 It It 53 
25 - 85.5 2:30 ji tt tt 46 tt n 54 
75 90.5 2:00 4-20»20 59 Robbers 
50 81,5 9:00 4-28'20 59 
50 89.4 1:30 5-7-'20 59 
25 100.4 2:00 5-14'20 62 Fair gain (1 #) 




In the present investigations, the weighings v/ere 
made as follows: As a rule, 25 "bees were caught as they left ! 
I 
the hive and were placed in a cyanide hottle long enough to 
render them inactive, hut not long enough to kill them outright. 
They were then placed in a small glass weighing jar having a ^ 
tight fitting, ground glass cover to reduce the chances for | 
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loss of weight "by evaporation. Tho weighing was done as soon 
as possible on chemical balances which are considered accurate 
to the tenth of a milligram. This is less than one-millionth 
of a pound. 
The series of ten weights from colony was obtain­
ed at different hours on four different days, as may be seen 
from the table. Honey-flow conditions represented on these 
days ranged all the way from a dearth on September 11, to a 
heavy honey-flow on August 28. i'he lightest average weight 
found for any lot was 81.2 mg. and the heaviest, 104 rag., 
vfhile the others can be arranged in a series running from the 
one extreme to the other with no two of them the same. It 
will be noticed that there is an extreme variation of 52 mg. 
in the v/eight of outgoing bees from different colonies and 
possibly different races. Even in the weighings frqm a single 
colony, a variation of 23 mg. is shown together with irregular 
variations from day to day, indicating that other factors are 
probably involved. It therefore seemed necessary to approach 
the problem from other angles in an attempt to eliminate the 
other factors, 
low Outgoing V/eights 
In studying this table, we are confronted by the fact 
that there is a minimum below which outgoing weights seldom fall. 
This minimum must approach the actual minimum flying weight. 
It is to be expected, then, that the average of a few of the 
lowest weights taken from a series such as that from colony 62, 
I 
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would roPTosoi'it <in a-'proximation to tho noriaal rairiimum flyiiig 
v/eigh-t for that coloijy. 
•The three lowest of theso woighta wore obtained at 
times when the "bees were scarcely able to secure nectar enough 
for their daily needs. There were, hov;ever, abundant stores 
in the hive. Vie have found that under such conditions, outgoing 
bees weigh nuoh less than when nectar is abundant in the fields. 
This is shown very clearly by the records irom colony as 
given in Table I, As will be noticed, A'^^ust 28 and September 
5 were in a period of honey-flovj. Colonies on scales registered 
strong gains for both days, and outgoing bees showed high weights. 
On the other hand, August 4, was in a period during which the 
bees neither gained nor lost, while September 11 was the first 
day in a period of loss. Moderate to low weights were recorded 
for outgoing bees on both these days. 1ft from tnis series of 
ten weighings from colony 62, we take the average of the three 
lowest, 81.2, 82.5 and 83.3 mg. we obtain 82.5 mg. 
Other low weights secured were 82.9 and 81.5 liig. froa 
colonies 1 and 59 respectively, and the average of all five low 
weights is 82.3 mg. 
comparing minimum weights given by other v/orlcers, for 
outgoing bees, with this average of 82.3 mg., vie find that the 
unknown author of the "Histoire Haturelle des Abeilles", quoted 
by Wildman (19, p.77), found 84.4 mg. as the average weight of 
168 bees that lost their lives in a robbing episode; and, altho 
not outgoing bees in the strictest sense of the term, they were 
undoubtedly bees that were practically devoid of any load, and 
5S 
may properly be classed v.ltli outgoing bees4 The minimtim weight 
found by Gelieu (2ii) was 83 nig., but we are not Informed of the 
number of bees used in this determination. The lightest weights 
recorded by ICoons '23 and 24) are 80 and 82,5 rag, respectively. 
Each of these figures represents the weight of a single bee. 
Gillette (25) gives 75.2 mg. as the lightest average 
weight for outgoing bees found by him. This average is so much 
lower than that obtained by any other worker from weights based 
upon a similar number of bees, that there is reason to susoect 
that some unusual and unrecognized factor v;as responsible for 
this exceptionally low weight. There is, obviously, an error 
in Gillette's figures as there is a difference of only 2.7 mg, 
in the weights of loaded and unloaded pollen-bearers recorded 
under date of June 15. It may be that this same error effect­
ed the weight of the outgoing bees quoted above. Laaenby (26) 
weighed sixteen outgoing bees individually. Of the sixteen, 
eleven weighed less than 82 mg. and the average of all sixteen 
was 79 mg. Figures given by Macdonald (27) indicate that he 
found 82.5 mg. as the average minimum weight for bees. 
Summarizing the lovj weights given by previous workers, 
we find that Gillette's 75.2 mg. may well be eliminated on 
account of reasons already given. Those figures known to be 
based upon the weight of a single bee can, in all fairness, be 
used in the determination of an average, only when accorded 
their proper values by means of a weighted average. 
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The low averages obtained by other workers may be 
tabulated as follovjs; 
Unknov/n Average o± 168 bees 84.4 iiig» 
Gelieu Average of bees 83«0 
Lazenby Average of 16 bees 79.0 
Llacdonald Average of bees 82»5 
Average 82,2 mg. 
3?his average together with that found during the 
present investigation, gives a grand average of Q2*2 nig* for 
the minimum flying v/eight as determined from low outgoing 
weightsi 
The Weight of Unloaded pollen-Carriers 
It is stated by both Gillette (25) Lazenby (26), 
that incoming pollen-bearers cari^r very little honey or nec­
tar in the honey-stomach and that bees do not gather both 
pollen and nootar on the same trip. As shown by Casteel 
(28, pi29) outgoing pollen-bearers carry a small quantity 
of nectar or honey Tfiiiich they mix with the pollen as it is 
gathered. Our investigations shov; that this honey or nectar 
is almost entirely gone v/hen the bee returns with a large 
load of pollen. 
It was found, however, that when work­
ing on certain flowers, some bees do gather more or less 
of both nectar and pollen at one trip. But in general, only 
a small proportion of the pollen-bearers will be found to re­
turn with much nectar. Such bees usually carry a noticeable 
quantity of nectar and only a medium or small load of pollen. 
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so that it is not difficult for a trained eye to recognize theta 
and thus avoid weighing them alone v/ith those that carry pollen 
only. Vs'hon oees are carrying pollen from corn or other sourccs 
which produce no nectar, such precaution is not necossary. 
In order to determine the amount of honey carried 
"by returning pollen-hearers, fifty "bees carrying heavy loads of 
pollen were caught, i^he honey-stomachs were removed from these 
and were fouiid to average 1.8 mg. Tho v/eight of the average 
empty honey-stomach was found to be 1.5 mg. or less. This leaves 
approximately one-half milligram as the weight of the possible 
load carried in the honey-stomach of these selected pollen-
carriers, Examination of honey-stomachs from other lots of 
heavily loaded pollen-carriers has shown that the case given 
above is not exceptional. It was found practical, therefore, 
to use heavily loaded pollen-carriers for the pui^pose of gett­
ing at the normal minimum flying v/eight of the bee. The only 
thing necessary to prepare such bees for weighing was to stupefy 
them in a cyanide bottle as usual and carefully remove the 
pellets of pollen from their legs. 
Average weights of tmloaded pollen-carriers appear in 
Table II. Six weighings were made from colony 62. Only bees 
carrying the same kind of pollen were v/eighed together. The 
intention was to weigh 25 bees in each lot, but that was found 
to be impractical in two cases due to the lack of bees carrying 
the desired kind of pollen at those particular times. The aver­
age for all six weighings is 81.7 mg. One lot of unloaded pollen-
bearers from colony 57 averaged 83.4 mg., while two groups taken 
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i'roa colony 59 on dili-'oroiit aaye, avcr.'.geci 85«5 and Bo»2 kk,, 
respectively. 
Table II. » \fOif?hta oi unloadod uollon-carriors. 







col ; On- : • 4 ; llua-
Loaded ;loaded ; pollen Hour. * • Suurco ;: bor ony 
oollen- ;pollen- : load. * • jOGOS XlWiU. 
carriers :carriers; • ;ut-Qd bor 
8i5.5 6 -15-*94 aillottG('97) 29 
82.5. 6 -28-^97 l» n 10 
96.6 83.4 15,2 8; 30 7 -28-'19 corn 25 57 
97.2 81.9 15.3 8:00 8 -4-'19 »» n 62 
89.4 78.7 10.7 2:30 If II II 7 t1 
98.2 80.0 18.2 8:00 » M »i red clover 25 !f 
102,0 82.0 20.0 V »' It «i n It ft 
95.9 83.4 12.5 2:30 It !• hoartsease ft 
102,0 84.0 18,0 1;00 9-11-'19 rod clovor 20 tT 
98.5 85.6 13.0 2:00 4 -20-'20 GltQ 25 59 
112.2 83.2 29.0 1:30 5- 7-'20 hard maplo 50 
111,9 •*89.6 22.5 9:30 5-20-»20 Apple 25 64 
10&.4 81.3 25.1 9:40 II 11 It T* fl 22 
108.4 84.8 23.6 9.50 u It Jr M 12 
117.3 90.2 27.1 10:00 I' V It IT II 6 
113.5 86.2 27.3 10:00 (1 t) 11 t» 1» 20 
Avora^e 8^.9 | 
Thoso boea carried au averago of 4 ago of nectar. 
Gillotto (£5) givea avei-ajje vveiphto from tv/o groups of 
29 and 10 miloadod pollon-ct^rrieru as 6S.5 aud 82.5 ais., ros-
pectively, but .evidently attached no importance to then for they | 
are not rr-.entionod in hia disouasion. | 
! 
Suranariiiing these results, we find tho avoragoa Irom 
i 
fivo colonies as xollovve; | 
1 
81.7 rajj. {1£7 bees) 
8^.4 lag. (139 beos ) 
Colony 
aillotto 
62 (127 boos) 
57 ( 25 boos) 
59 ( 75 boee) 
{ 29 bees) 






Grand average 82.5 Qg« (266 boos) 
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The y/eight of the Bee llinus the contents of Its Honey-Sac. 
Another method by which the actual weight of an un­
loaded. bee was obtained v/aa by collecting bees and removing 
their honoy-sacs. The weight oi a bee after renoval, plus 
the average weight of an empty honey-sac v;as coneidored as 
the minimum v;eight of the beo. iThis called for the do termina­
tion of the average weight of empty honey-sacs. 
THE VVElOiiT OF THE E.,iPTY HOIJBY-SAC was determined as 
follov/s; When weighing hoiiey-stouaohs removed froja inooraing 
pollen-bearers, it w-as found that many of them contained no 
honey or nectar that could be discovered. The three lots in 
which the least contents were found, averaged 1«8, 1.7 and 
1,5 mg. and were determined from groups of 50, £'5, and 25 
respectively. These lots were all from normal colonies that 
had abundant stores, iiectar was plentiful in the field on 
the day the tv/o lightest averages were obtained, and some 
carried small amounts of nectar, so the averages obtained may 
be considered normal. We can expect the figure, 1.5 nig. to 
be high enough, since some stomachs contained an appreciable 
amount of nectar or honey. Then the weight of the empty honey-
stomach must be something loss than 1,5 mg. and for practical 
purposes, this figure is sufficient. 
y/eights of bees minus the contents of their honey-
stomachs will be found in Table III. The average fox all 








v/eight in tag. 
; Honey- ;Ket 
; stonach ; \vt. of 
;contents;bee. 




137.0 55,5 *81.5 6-28-'97 5 
126.2 41.1 85.1 2:30 8- 4-'19 20 62 
119.5 52.0 87.6 8;00 9-ll-'19 20 ft 
89.2 9.4 79.8 8:00 8- 4-'19 25 
83.3 5,7 77.6 2; SO TT I« »• 1* ft 
83.2 0.2 82.9 1:30 5- 7-'19 50 59 
89.4 5.7 83,7 1:30 ti tT T» 
89.6 3.9 85.7 9:30 6-20-»-'20 £5 64 
81.3 0.2 81ol 9:40 tt tt T» 22 
84.8 1.3 83.5 9.50 »» »t It It 12 
90.2 1.8 88.4 10:00 tl T« It n 6 
86.2 0.8 86.2 10:10 II It It 11 20 
Average 83.6 
*Computed from Gillette's (2.5) table by subtracting the average 
weight of loaded honey-stomachs from the weight of incoming 
bees taken at the same time, and then adding 1,5 mg. as the 
average weight of an empty honey-stomach. 
i'he Uiniciuta Flying vreight 
Three averages of minimum flying v;eights have now 
been determined, each by a different method. Those averages 
are as follov/s; 
Low outgoing weights 82.2 mg. 
Unloaded pollen-bearers 82.5 
Bee minus content of honey-stomach 8S.6 
Grand average 82.8 mg. 
AS it is impossible for a bee to weigh less than a 
bee does v/eigh, and the weight as determined from low averages 
of outgoing bees is based upon a l^urge number of weighings ob­
tained under many different conditions and by different workers. 
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it is to be uxpected that 82,2 mg* is, at least, high enough. 
The average obtained froa unloaded pollen-boarerB is slightly-
higher, but this can be accounted for by the faot that at 
least a part of these bees carried appreciable amounts of 
honey or nectar, and by the fact that all particles of pollen 
vvero not reinoved from the bee. 
Provided the technique is sufficiently good, the 
most nearly accurate results might be expected from the third 
caethod, that of deducting the weijrht of the bee. The averages 
secured by this method, hov/ever, are higher than those secured 
by either of the other two methods. Thero is, xmdoubtedly, 
another factor involved. This factor eeems to have been prac­
tically eliminated in the case of the other two methods. By 
choosing only the lower weights, in which this factor probably 
was not present, we v/ould get an average of 82 mg« instead of 
83.6 mg. This v/ould reduce the grand average by .6 mg,, giving 
a grand average of 82.2 mg. 
The grand average of 266 unloaded pollen-bearers 
should fairly represent the minimum v/eight of a bee. Apparent­
ly, in selecting the pollen-carriers, the other factors that 
add to the weights in Tables I and III, have been eliminated. 
The fact that this average and the one obtained by selecting 
only the low weights of outgoing bees, approach each other so 
closely, indicates that a fairly stable minimum has been fuund. 
If 82 rag. is accepted as the better average for bees v;ith their 
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honey-stomach content removed, we vri.ll have a reaiarkable agree­
ment in tho three figures from different methods, and the 
grand average of 82,2 mg. v/hich they vdll give, must even then 
be above rather than below the absolute minimum flying weight, 
but close enough to be serviceable for all practical purposes. 
conclusion 
The minimum flying V(/eight of the Italian bee is 
approximately 82 rag, 
DETERIilllTATION OF SPEED IK FLIGHT 
Bees have been considered speedy fliers as is indi­
cated by various estimates, some of which run as high as 120 
miles per hour. Conservative writers have put their esti­
mates at SO miles and less, Those of Cheshire (29), Cov/an 
(30), Cook (31), Buttel-Heepan (32) and Sabine (23) are based 
on more or less careful observations, but apparently, none of 
the previous observers took particular account of that very 
important factor, the wind. 
Experiments were carried on at the Iowa Experiment 
Station in 1920 and 1921, not only to secure more definite 
information about the speed of the bee but also to study the 
reactions of the bee to the influence of the v/ind. 
Procedure 
On a day after the close of the honey flov/, a marked 
bee was taken across an open field to a point about a fifth of 
a mile from its hive where it was allowed to fill up on syrup. 
The bee made repeated trips to this spot. One observer stood 
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by the hive with a atop watch in hand while another was sta­
tioned near the dish of sj/rup. As the marked bee left the 
hive, the watch was set going and s signal given to notify 
the second observer tliat the bee was on its way. The Instant 
the bee ali^ted, a signal was given to stop the watch. The 
return trip was timed in a similar manner. Records were ob­
tained of about twenty-five consecutive round trips on each 
of four different days. 
The velocity of the wind was determined at the be­
ginning and at the end of the period by means of a portable 
anemometer, placed at about the height of the bee's flight. 
The average of the tv/o readings was used in the calculations. 
The exact distance was determined by running a line with a 
surveyor's chain. 
The experiments were carried out in such a way that 
one set of data (A) was sectored when the wind was directly 
ap^ainst the bee as it left for the field and -wvith its flight 
on the return, vi-hen the second set (Bj^) was obtained, the 
v;ind was at right angles to the line of flight. In the case 
of the third (Bg) and fourth (G) sets, the bee left, the hive 
vjlth the wind and returned against it. The designations 
and Bg were employed to indicate that the same bee was used 
in securing these two sets of data. 
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Results 
In accordance with one of nature's laws, a bee tra\'el» 
ing '.vlth the wind is assisted in its flight to the extent of the 
velocity of the wind, or if traveling against the wind the bee's 
progress is hindered to the extent of the wind's velocity. If 
the bee flies at an angle to the wind, its rate of progress will 
be the resultant determined by triangulation. Then the fair way 
to ccsipute the normal speed of the bee is to reduce all results 
to terms of calm. This was done and the results appear in the 
fourth aiid eighth columns of Table IV, And, except where stated 
otherwise, these are the figures under discussion throughout the 
remainder of this paper# 
Table IV. - Influence of the wind on speed of honeybee^ 
; : : 
5; J Empty (out) ^ 








Speed in : 
a calm : 
• Q 









: Against v/ind 
0 
A 12.4 + 5.6 18.0 : 
• 
• 
: At right angles 
: to wind ^  
• 
• 







Loaded (in) : 











Against wind 11.5 16.0 : 
At right aqgles 
to wind w 10,7 -f- 3 . 9 
• 
14.6 • 
Average 14 • 9 
•5:- Speed is given in miles per hour. 
# Wind velocity was 10 miles per hour. 
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It will be noticed that the speed found for loaded boos varied 
only a little, the lowest being 13 and the highest 16 miles per 
hour, vfliile the average was approximately 15 miles. But the 
speed of empty bees varied from 5.8 to 18 miles per hour, and 
averaged IE.5 miles, or 2,4 miles per hour less than the aver­
age for homeVi/ard-bound beese 
The fact that the speed sho'.vn for outvra.rd-bound bees 
varied much more than that for homeward-bound bees, suggests 
the probability that a bee on its outward journey often does 
not make a so-called "bee-line"* for the source of supply but 
may do more or less scouting on the way. If this is the case, 
the distance actually traveled was greater than the measured 
distance. Then the speed for outgoing bees would be somewhat 
greater than indicated by the data. But the amount of time 
recorded was actually consumed during the outward trip, so 
calculations must be based on the recorded time. 
It is significant that when flying at right angles 
to the wind, the outgoing bee flew at the rate of 13.3 and 
the incoming bee, 14,6 miles per hour, since each approaches 
rather closely the general average for its respective class. 
Furthermore, this case emphasizes the fact that, in spite of 
the heavier load, the homeward journey was usually accomplish­
ed in less time than the outv/ard Journey. AS may be seen 
from the table, the only case in wiiich the outgoing bee made 
better time than the incoming bee, was when flying directly 
against the wind. 
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Another noteworthy fact is t}iat the least speed was 
shovm Yihen flying witli tho wind, on "both outv/ard and homev^ard 
trips; whereas, tho greatest speed in each case was attained 
when flying directly against the wind. It appeared that v^en 
going v/ith the wind, the "bee showed a tendency to slacken its 
own efforts; whereas, in traveling against the wind, it in­
creased them in an attempt to overcome the retarding influence 
of the wind. 
Temperatures were relatively high during these experi­
ments, heing between 70 and 80 degress Fahreriheit at all times. 
10 relationship "between temperature and rate of flight was ap­
parent within tliis range. A v;ider range in temperature, how­
ever might yield a correlation. 
A maximum speed of twenty-five miles per hour was re­
corded for both outgoing and incoming bees, but it was found 
that bees v/ould not long continue to work in a v»rind blowing fif­
teen or more miles per hour. Ihis is another indication that 
the bee's normal rate of flight in a calm is little, if any, 
more than fifteen miles per hour. 
A CHECK ON THE RESULTS. - A pure streak of good luck 
is responsible for a very satisfactory check on the experiments 
just related. On August 20, 1921, one of our marked water-
carriers was discovered by IJr. R. L. Parker while getting its 
load from a watering place for bees in Mr. Parker's yard. He 
at once got in touch v;ith the writer by telephone and, after 
setting our v/atches together, we proceeded to record the time 
of arrival and departure of this bee at both ends of the line. 
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'i'he boe f lew at right angles to a light hrsese hav­
ing an estimated velocity of three miles per hour. Later, the 
distance traveled by the bee was found to be just two-thirds 
of a mile in a direct line. The records, v;hen brought together, 
showed that the average rate of flight, v/hether loaded or empty 
was 14 miles per hour which, in terms of calm, vrauld be 14.2 
Tailes. 
Conclusions 
1. Time records for homeward-boTxnd bees showed consider­
ably less variation than did those for outward-bound bees. 
2. On the average, less time was consumed onthe home­
ward trip than on the outward trip, but, when flying directly 
against the wind, the empty bee flew slightly faster than did 
the loaded bee. 
3. The effort put forth both by empty and by loaded bees 
was least when flying i-vith the wind and greatest when flying 
against it. 
4. A maximum speed of £5 miles per hour was found for 
both outgoing and incoming bees. 
5. Bees made but little progress against a v/ind having 
a velocity of 15 miles per hour. 
6. The average speed foxind for the flight of bees in a 
calm was a little less than 15 miles per hour. 
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FOOD GETTING HilBITS 
"Aristotle", more than two-thousand years ago, ob­
served that "a "bse in gathering pollen, confines herself to 
the kind of "blossom on v/hich she begins, even if it is not so 
abundant as some others" (4, p.83). During the twenty odd 
centuries that have intervened since Aristotle, a long list 
of observers have studied one phase or another of the food 
getting habits of the honeybee. She names of Butler, swam-
merdam, Reaumur, Thorley, Wildman, Huber, Cotton, Langstroth, 
and others, from among the earlier writers, are intimately 
associated with the slow and tedious development of our still 
too scant knowledge of this subject# Among the more recent 
authors whoso names are prominent because of their outstand­
ing researches and observations on the food getting habits 
of the honeybee, those of Bonnier and Casteel should be men­
tioned, Many other names are worthy of mention but space 
forbids. 
Various early writers recognized a division of labor 
in the honeybee colony. Aldamiri (20, p.348), who died in 1405, 
wrote, "The bees assemble together and divide the work; some 
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some make the vfax, and some the honey; others oring water, and 
: others again build their cells." Humerous investigators have 
I reported on various phases of the division of labor within the 
; hive, while but very few have made contributions on the divi­
sion of labor outside the hive. In a general way, it has been 
I recognized since early times tiiat soma bees carry nectar, soma 
I pollen, and some water; but beyond that xm have been and still 
I 
I 
i remain, pretty much in the dark, A ray of li^t was shed upon 
this field in 1906 when Bonnier (34, p. 120) published the re­
sults of his researches on "The Division of Labor Among Bees", 
but there is need of more light. 
HEOTAR GA2IIERI1IG 
HOW doth the little honey bee 
Improve each shining hourl 
And gather honey all the day 
prom every opening flower1 
The honeybee has induced the poet's song and the moral­
ist's approbation, but, in the light of data which have been 
{ published on the number of trips made in a day, some are inclined 
to question whether we may not have been deceived in the matter. 
Time Factors 
B3SVIEW OF LITI5RATUEB. - According to Eommell (55,p.E02), | 
Reaumur, Girard and Sylviao, after studying the habits of field : 
i 
bees, all oame to the conclusion that "the better average for the 
number of trips of a worker is 6 per day". Hommell is inclined 
to take issue on this point, for he cites ©jqjeriments made by | 
] 
Astor who took data on trips made by marked bees feeding on various i 
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: dilutions of nectar and honey. Actor's results indicated that 
; the time req.uired to make a trip varied according to the dilu-
: tion and the temperature. The "bees made trips in the shortest 
time when feeding on thin nectar and when the temperature was 
comparatively high. The averages varied from 4 minutes and 3 
: seconds to 15 minutes and 55 seconds, or in terms of trips per 
I hour the variation was from 13.3 to 3,8. One bee, for two 
I days, made an average of 10 trips per hour and 110 trips in the 
• eleven hours between 6 a.m. and 5 p.m. Hommell considers these 
i 
results to be typical for bees that are getting their supplies 
from another hive or from a dish, but says it is certain that 
i 
their work is less rapid when gathering from the flowers. He | 
i 
goes on to say, "H. DeMeure has observed that a marked bee made j 
i 
60 trips in 12 hours, or 5 per hour, including the 2 minutes which i 
) 
she employed each time to dispose of her load." Hommell argues j 
i 
that, "Under favorable conditions, with the flowers near the j 
t 
apiary and a strong honeyflow, the bee needs at most 2 minutes to | 
go to the field, 4 for gathering the nectar, 2 for returning, and | 
2 for the storing of the load; this makes, in all 10 minutes". 
Then with reference to the average of 6 trips per day found by j 
Eeaumur, Girard and Sylviac, he adds, "and since the bee can make | 
only 6 trips per day, it requires the conclusions that she spends I 
an interval of 2 hours between trips". "It is painful", says 
Hommell", knowing the activity of the bee, to admit that she ! 
rests for 2 hours after 10 minutes of labor. These figures, ; 
are, however, in contradiction with the direct experience which 
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one must have in ohsarving with oare the going and coming of 
workers, narkod previously "by a spriniiling of flour, or v/ith 
a colored duet of any kind, it.llaujGaui found froa diroct ox-
periments that the v/oricors thus cjarked retumod to tho samo 
cluster of flowers after an abaonce of 52 minutes# which gives 
2P, trips per day. This figure evidently is not absolute am 
ciay bo greater or less depending on tho dietanc© from the apiary, 
the toraperature, and the more or less favorable honeyflow". 
About 1815, Huish (9, p» 352) sprinkled flour on some 
field-going beos. All but one of the marked bees proved to be 
pollen-oarriera. He says, "It was however, thirty-five minutes 
before the last returned but viithout any farina (pollen)* i was, 
however, convinced fron tho shape of the body tiiat it had been 
in pursuit of honey." 
In 1914, liUden (S6), a beekeeper of Holstein, caught 
and Earkod six bees - each a different color - on tho afternoon 
of July 14. He foxmd that Harked bees behaved no differently 
from others and at six o^clook the next morning he took up his 
station near the hive prepared to koop time records on the niark-
©d boes. She weather v;as fine, except for a thunderstorm between 
four and five in the afternoon and ho continued his observations 
until seven in tho ovoning, even takijig his moale near the hive. 
Ihe honoyflow vjae from clover, tho net gain for that day was 
about 4 pounds. Hie result b showed tliat a field-bee laakos 
about 10 trips per day, each trip consuming from about SO minutes 
to £ hours, with an average of about 1 hour. The omrlced beos re­
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mained "but a short time in the hive between trips - from 5 to 
10 minutes. Observations v/ere continued the next day with 
similar results. 
Gomenting on the results obtained by luden, Lovell 
(37) says, "Clearly, the observation is only approximately cor­
rect, even for this particular day, since it was found practi­
cally impossible to record exactly the number of trips made by 
any individual bee for so many hours, where so many bees were 
constantly passing in and out of the hive. For any other day 
it might be vary inaccurate, The number of trips a field-bee 
makes in a day depends upon; 1. She distance of the honey plants 
from the hivej 2. the abundance of nectar; 3. Temperature and 
weather; 4. Length of day; 5. Incidental factors; and and 
condition of bee, location of nectar in flowers; place of 
storage in hive, etc. 
"The best way to proceed, I think, is to make observa­
tions not at the hive, but at the field end, and note how many 
visits an individual bee will make in an hour under ideal condi­
tions, to a quantity of free honey. In this way exact data can 
be obtained, which can be used as a basis for further estimates". 
Lovell then gives the results of an experiment which 
he conducted after the manner just outlined, "On September 12, 
one bee v/as trained to visit honey placed on a glass slide about 
100 feet from the apiaxy. The bee was kept under observation 
for 2 houars in the forenoon and 8^ hours in the afternoon. 
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In discussing the data he secured, he says; 
"In the forenoon, the average length of 12 visits to 
the honey was about 4 minutes eaoh» In the afternoon the 
average length of 9 visits was 7 minutes. In the forenoon the 
average length of the interval during v/hieh the bee was at the 
hive was 7 minutes; in the afternoon, 9 minutes. It will be 
noted that on the average the bee required in the afternoon 
3 minutes more to load and 2 minutes to unload than in the 
forenoon# 'fhe average number of minutes at the honey during 
the entire 4^- hours was 5 minutes; and the average number of 
minutes at the hive v;aB 8 minutes. In some instances the bee 
flew about a little while before alighting near the honey. 
The average number of trips per hour v/as 4 2-3, v/hich would be 
at the rate of 46 trips for a day 10 hours long. Where the 
conditions were ideal - for example, if the apiary v/ere locat­
ed near a large budcu'heat field or a basswood forest - a bee 
would probably make about the number of trips stated. 
"If, however, the honey-plants were distant some two 
miles, then a much longer time would be rec[Uired. I doubt if 
the flight of a bee will average more than 10 miles an hour; 
and very likely, when loaded, or it is late in the afternoon, * 
or there is a strong wind, it will be much less. Assuming the 
rate to be 10 miles an hour, then S4 minutes would be required 
to make the round trip of 4 miles. Allowing 5 minutes to ob­
tain the load, and 8 minutes to unload, then each trip would 
require 37 minutes; and there would be only 16 trips in 10 
hours• 
"Again, if the nectar v;as deeply concealed, as in 
white clover, or v;as scarce, then the bee would be unable to 
gather a load in 5 minutes, but 10 or 15, or even a longer time, 
would be necessary, so that the bee would make but one trip each 
hour. It is clear that the number of trips a bee makes in a 
day varies constantly, and depends upon many factors; but under 
the most favorable conditions it probably very rarely or never 
exceeds 50 trips in 10 hours, ranging downward from this num­
ber to a few occasional trips made during the middle of the 
day" • 
The editor of "Gleanings in Bee Culture", E. R. Root, 
in a note at the close of Lovell*s article asks, "Is it not 
possible that, since the bees v/ere wrking on honey instead of 
nectar, they became excited and worked more hurriedly than if 
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they had heen visiting flowers and getting nectar instead of 
honey?"• 
peiluth's experiment (38), in which he found 4 trips 
as the aTerage niimhor a bee rnalces to the field in a day probably 
has invoked more disoussion of the subject than any other re­
sults along this line ever given to the public. Details of the 
viay in which this experiment was carried out have never been pub­
lished, but in tfonversation vd.th llr. Demuth, the v/riter received 
the information that the results were not obtained by direct evi­
dence, but by a system which involved wei^ings and certain com­
putations. 0. P.Dadant (38) editor of the "iunerican 3ee Jour­
nal", in reporting Demuth's figure says, "I was astounded to 
hear that the average worker makes only 4 trips. I hope fur­
ther tests will be made, in the time of a bouncing honey crop," 
She editor of "L'Apicoltore", an Italian bee magazine, 
in referring to Dadant's remarks says (39), "The Signor Dadant 
had cause to be astonished, and we are glad to report on this 
(question the experience of a beekeeper, mentioned, in Jiily 1914, 
by Die Bienen and ihre sucht". He then gives the results ob­
tained by Luden, which have already been related. He adds, 
however, an item bearing on the subject which v/as not mentioned 
by Heberle who reported Luden*e experiment in "Grleanings in 3ee 
Culture" in 1914. It is; "As result of this experiment, the 
perserving observer, (Luden) stated tliat he now knov/s that bees 
make iieitker 40 trips, as reported by Zander, nor 25, according 
f to Klaus, but only about 10". The Italian editor further com­
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ments, "The eTrident result of variety of obserratioiis ic that 
the number and duration of flights are, and must be, varied, 
according to the extension of the bloom, the abundance of nec­
tar secretion which is exceedingly variable, and the distance 
to be traveled. An accurate study of this question may be of 
value to calculate the divers convenience in the location of 
an apiary"• 
OBSERVATIONS. - Individual bees v/ere niarked and re­
cords were kept of the time of departure and return of each 
marked bee. Obeervations began early each morning and con­
tinued without interruption until the bees ceased flying at 
night. During the most of the time there were two obseivers. 
so that the chances for a marked bee to pass unnoticed Yfere 
reduced to a minimum. Only full strength colonies were used 
in securing data. 
Since honeyflow and weather conditions have such a 
direct, influence upon the gathering of nectar, the time re­
cords secured under any given set of conditions are not likely 
to be duplicated except under similar conditions. During the 
period of observation in 1920, average colonies stored about 
five pounds per day from white sweet clover, Melilotus alba, 
v/hile in 1921, average colonies gained only a little over one 
pound per day from the same source. l^eather conditions were 
highly favorable for honey production in the former instance 
but were only fair in the latter# Summarizing, it may be 
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said that one set of data was secured under very favorable 
conditions, v/hereas, the other was obtained under conditions 
which v;ere from mediocre to poor. The data for field-trips, 
hive-stays and round-trips have been plotted as freq^uency 
curves in which the records obtained under favorable and un­
favorable conditions are compared. 
Of the records obtained for field-trips made by nec­
tar-carriers in 1920, SI percent fell within the 21-ijO minute 
class, as shovm in Fig» 2, About 68 percent fell between 10 
and 40 minutes, and 95 percent occupied less than 1 hour. The 
mean time was about 34 minutes but the modal " or most freq.uent 
interval spent in the field v/as 86.8 minutes. 
In 1921, only 19 percent of the field-trip records 
fell within the 41-60 minute class in which the peak of the 
curve appeared. About 48 percent fell between 30 and 60 min­
utes, and 76 percent were completed within 1 hour. The mean 
time for field-trips was 49 minutes but the modal interval \ms 
45 minutes. 
The average speed of the bee, as has already been 
shown under the heading, "Determination of speed in Plight", 
T/as found to be approximately 15 miles per hour. Then it takes 
a bee about 4 minutes to go a mile. Estimating the average dis­
tance fo the field as three-fourths of a mile during the favor­
able season and as one mile during the less favorable seasoii, 
we find 6 minutes as the pi'obable time spent in going to and 
# Modal values have been determined by use of V/.I .Zing's formula 
given in his "Elements of statistical Method", p. 124. 
I 
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from the field in 19S0, and 8 minutes in 1921, 37 subtract­
ing the time thus spent from the total time the "bee was aheent 
from the hive, the net time spent in gathering the load may® 
"be found, The most frequent interval spent away from the hive 
v/ae 27 minutes in 1920 and 45 minutes in 1921, and by subtract­
ing 6 and 8 minutes resoeotively, we find the prohahle time 
soent in gathering the load to have been 21 minutes for 19SO 
and 37 minutes for 1921. 
As shovm in Fig. 3, the 3 and 4 minute records of 
hive-stays "by nectar-carriers comprised nearly 40 percent of 
the total number recorded in 1920* Over 75 percent v/ere com­
pleted within 10 minutes. The average time for all hive-stays 
was 11.6 minutes, hut the figure is not very significant owing 
to the markedly skew form of tho curve. The modal or most 
frequent interval spent in the hive hetv/een field-trips vja,s 
5,9 minutes. 
In 1921, the records of hive-stays were more widely 
scattered than in the proceeding year. !Phe peak of the curve 
fell v/ithin the 5-6 minute period which included only about 
23 percent of the records; but nearly 68 porcent were completed 
in 10 minutes or less. She mean time \vas about 16 minutes, 
while the modal interval v/as 5.5 minutes* 
nearly 25 percent of the round-trips recorded for 
1920 fell within the 31-40 minute period as shown in Fig. 4. 
Just 66 percent occupied between 20 and 50 minutes each, and 
90 percent were completed in less than 1-|- hours. The mean time 
Tierce ri+ 
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In 1921, about 21 percent of the recorded round-trips 
belonged in the 41-50 minute class. Scarcely 50 percent fell 
between 20 and 50 minutes, and only 80 jaercent v/ere completed 
in less than 1-|- hours• The mean time was 63 minutes but the 
modal time was 46 minutes. Samples of time records made by 
marked nectar-carriers are graphically illustrated in I'ig. 5. 
The maximum number of trips recorded in one day for 
a nectar-carrier was 24 in 1920 and 17 in 1921. The average 
number of trips per day v^as found to be IS^- in 1920 while in 
1921 the average was only 74 If the mean time for round trips 
for each year be multiplied by the average number of trips per 
day for the same year» we arrive at an approximation of the 
average time per day spent in nectar gathering. This gives 
about si" hours for field work in 1920 and about 7i- in 1921. 
DiriUUSSION. - In order to compare the results ob­
tained by the different workers, it is neGesi':ary to bring them 
together on some common basis. The various resiilts have, 
therefore, been transcribed into figures ijyhich indicate the 
average number of trips per day, as follows; 
Astor 85 trips "^Huish 17 
^Demeure 50 Luden 10 
*Ii0vell 46 Keaumur 6 
x^laus 40 (Jirard 6 
^Zander 25 Sylviac 6 
^ilaujean 18 Demuth 4 
7A/7 0 9 
IN HIVE' 
!IN FIEL'D 
/o u ii 
B I 
I PM. 
E JULY 20 '20 
r I 1 I ! I I 
a R A I N Y ,  
E  J U L Y  ? . Z  Z O  
[  I  i  f  :x:. 
tit I 18 I 
H  J U L Y  2 3  " 2 0  |  
i:. .1 i; i 1L .^.I 
T R I P 3  M A D E  
WORKING ON 
B Y  N E C J T A R - C A R R I E R J  
S W E E T  C L O V E R  
iO-5. Time "Records Illustrated. 
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In "tiiose oaces in which oufxioient date, wars gxvoii» 
the figarca in the above list were cc-lculated on the "baeis oi 
Si ton—hour day* Thoss tnarlcsd vvith the Gstorisk 1"^) are btr.sQd 
on the record o£ a singlo boe iu oaoh inBtaiicoj while in tho 
0&Q6 of those Hiarlced T»ith a cross (x) thoro was ii0i»hin^ to 
indicate whethor the results were obtained £ronj one be© or 
many e 
Astor's 85 and Lovell's 46 trips were obtained from 
boes tlmt v/ero viQV&xns under conditione that were oqtuivalent 
to robbing, and it is well loiown that under Guch conditions, 
bees ivork with feverish haste. Furthermore, a boe can secure 
from a dish in 2 ninutes, a load which it would scarooly be 
able to obtain from flowero in 10 niinutos even under mxusually 
favorable conditione. Data obtained undor such abnormal con­
ditions may be interesting enough but cannot b© accopted as in 
any way ropresonting tho number of trips a bee will make undor 
normal conditions of gathering frota the flowers. 
Of Demeuro's SO trips, wc are told only that the re-
oord is based on the work of one bee for one t^ay, and cince the 
figure oorroBponds niore closely to the roeulte obtained under 
conditions of robbing than it does to those obtained undor nor-
oal conditions, it cannot be given much weight. Ho details, 
ar© given in connection with either Klaus's 40 or Sander's 
25 tripe. 
Maujean's 18, Kuish's 17 and Luden's 10 trips per 
day are based on dircct observations as probably are also tho 
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6 trips o£ iioaumur* Girard and 3ylviao» It will be uoticcd 
that these results are all bolov/ 20 trips per day and corres­
pond very well with the results obtained during the f^reaont 
inveatigatioiio Huish's figure is for only one bee for one 
trip, hence it is not in itself very sisnificant» Hanjean^a 
figure is for one bee working one day# Uothing is knovm as 
to how Keaumur, {Jirard and Bylviao arrived at their figure but 
Reaumur's reputation goes far in giving weight to this result• 
Luden's figure of 10 trips per day is based on re~ 
cords of sis bees working for tv/o days under absolutely nor­
mal conditions andttherefore» it cannot be refuted success­
fully. 5?he bees were working on clover under honoyflow con­
ditions slightly less favorable than those of 19S0 Yihen the 
. iter found bees making an average of 13# trips per day, 
by actual observation covering a period of nearly a week at 
one timoe 
Bemth^s result of 4 trips per day iSo obviously, 
too low to be representative. Being based on computations, 
his results probably are in error due to the influence of 
Bomo unknown factor or factors, v/hich are automatically ex­
cluded v/hen direct observations are made. 
Host ox ihe results tabulated above fall naturally 
into tv<o Glasses or series, one series running fixjci 40 up, 
and the other froa 25 do\m. In the light of all the data at 
hand, it appears most likely that figures showing 40 or more 
trips per day have been based on observations on bees working 
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under the ro'b'bing impulse and on that account cannot he 
accepted as the results of "bees working naturally on the 
flowers. Zander's figure of 25 trips seems high for an 
average hut compares favorably with the maximum of 24 trips 
found by the ?/riter in 1920. MauJean's 18 and Huish's 17 
are not averages but lend weight, nevertheless, in behalf of 
the latter series. Demuth's 4 trips is hardly comparable 
as has been pointed out already. Heaumur, Girard and Sylviac 
with 6 trips perhaps are not far wrong for poor honeyflow 
conditions. The results, found by the v/riter during the un­
favorable season of 1921 shov/ed an average of only 7 trips, 
Luden's figure of 10 trips per day and the \Triter's 
two averages of 15^ and 7, respectively, are in very close 
agreement. Considering the fact that honeyflow, weather con­
ditions, and other factors have a great influence on the num­
ber of trips bees v/ill make in a day, a considerable varia­
tion in results is to be expected. Under favorable conditions, 
10 to 15 trips per day may be expected; under unfavorable con­
ditions, anywhere from about 7 down; while, under exceptionally 
favorable conditions, bees v>rill make 20 or more trips in a day. 
OOHGLUSIQIJS.- The time required for gathering a 
load of nectar varies greatly, but, under favorable conditions 
an hour is ample time for a nectar-carrier to make a round-
trip. Ten trips per day under favorable conditions probably 
is as reliable as an average can be deducted from the data at 
hand. 
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The liQotar Garrying Ospaoity 
or . - The carryiiig capacity of 
the honeybee has been investigated by a number of workers 
also® Astor (35, p.200) weighed bece carrying Vfxrioae dilu­
tions of nectar and honey and obtained results showing that 
the loads VBXied froEj 60 to 85 mg. comiaenting on Astor'b re­
sults, Hoocioll (ii5, p»200) remarks, "One Dees that the weight 
of neotar is always a little 1qb3 than that of honey booauoe 
of its lees density, and tluit the load attain a weight 
equal to that of the insect, which ii; from 80 to 100 tag# But 
these loads are rare, especially titien the bco works on the 
flowers. In a strong honoyflow, the average load would be 
about constant and vary between 45 and 60 ag» per trip» The 
load would vary, however, a great deal according to the abun­
dance of the honeyflow# It may var^'' froia zero to the maximum 
indicated, through all the intermodiate values". 
Hasty (40), using scales of his^ own devising, Ojbtain-* 
ed figures which are equivalent to 97 ai?. i*or thci weij^t of an 
xinloaded bee and 248 tag. for a loaded bee, a difference of 151 
mg® 
Zoons {24) also attenrpted to determine the weight of 
honey carried by inooiaing bees. He weighed incjoning bees and 
outgoing bees froa the same hive and tooJc the difference so 
obtained as the vreight of the bee's load. He used froca 20 to 
46 bees in each lot and figured their average weight# this 
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method, he foiuid 45 rag. as the greatest load, 10 as the 
smallest, and 22.5 mg. as the average. 
Gillette (26), using methods similar to those em­
ployed by lioonc, found 75 rag. as the minimum average weight for 
outgoing workers. The lowost average for incoming bees v;as llii 
mg. and the highest, 141 mg. Figuring as before the average 
weight of loads varied froni 58 to 66 mg. A single heavily 
loaded individual weighed 155 tng., thus indicating a load of 
about 80 mg. which is just about equal to the bee's own v/eighti 
Lazenby (26) weighed sixteen incoming and sixteen out­
going bees. Bach bee was v/eighed separately. Averages obtained 
v;ere 79 mg, for outgoing, and 94 mg. for incoming bees, and the 
difference is 15 mg. 
Maupy (35) obtained results in a different manner. 
He collected and v/eighed the nectar which he forced the bees 
to disgorge. In this way he fomid lo;:ds of 9,33, 36, and 55 rag, 
of nectar, and on a day of heavy honeyflow, one bee disgorged 
132 mg. 
Sylviac (35) attempted to arrive at the carrying capa­
city of the bee still by another method. He estimated the vol­
ume of the average honey-sac to be about 15 cu. mm, and the 
density of new honey as 1.35, The maximum capacity of the 
honey-sao vjould then be 20 mg, 
Brumiich (41) also estimated the capacity of the 
honey-sac, stating that it "may contain about one decigram of 
water." That would be 100 mg. of water, and if we use sylviac's 
ostiioate for the density of iic.v honey, we obtain 135 mg, as 
a aaximua load of neotar. 
A Btateaent xrhich seesis to been rather goner-
ally accepted is that 1000 "bees can cany 30 grans of nectar 
at one trip# The avers-ge load v/ould then "be 30 tag. 
03yEK?ATI0IT3. - Incoming heos which gavo ovldcnce 
of csarryin?? nectar v/ere eelectod, the ourpoye at thiB time 
being to determine tho capacity of tho hce tj carry nectar 
rathor than to find the average amonnt carried. Unless other-
v/iee stated, 25 boaB vrere utjed in each lot. Tho rest of tho 
procedure was the same as that dceoribed for outgoing boes. 
Table V gives average weights of incoming nectar-carriere» 
JiToa these averages, the gross weight of nectar loads v/ag de-
teriainod by deducting 82 tag. as a ainiotua flying weight. The 
two highest averages for gross loads of nectar foxmd by the 
writer, were secured during tho heartsease honeyflow, as may 
be seen from the table. By averaging a fev/ of the heaviest 
loads so deteriained, it may be ezpcctcd that the figure obtained 
will approach the average inaximum nectar carrying capacity of 
the bee. if we taice the mean of all averages of groes loads of 
nectar above 50 rag. we secure 65,3 mg. as tho naximum nectar 
•j' 
cariying capacity of tho bee. 
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Incoming • • • • • 0 • • 
nectar- ;Outgoing:Net :Gross ; number ITectar 
carriers : bees :load ;load ; weighed source 
1 2 6 . 3  8 3 . 3  4 3 . 0  4 4 . 3  2 5  red clover 
1 0 2 . 3  9 5 . 0  7 . 3  2 0 . 3  I f  heartsease 
1 4 9 . 2  1 0 0 . 8  4 8 . 4  6 7 . 2  
1 1  n 
1 4 5 , 0  1 0 4 . 0  4 1 . 0  65. 0  t f  » 
1 0 6 . 0  8 8 . 8  1 7 , 2  2 4 . 0  IT coral berry 
1 1 6 . 4  9 4 . 5  2 0 , 9  3 3 . 4  
f f  heartsease 
1 1 9 . 5  8 4 . 4  3 5 . 1  3 7 , 5  2 0  coral berry 
1 2 1 . 6  8 2 . 5  3 9 , 1  3 9 . 6  2 5  heartsease 
1 1 7 . 1  8 1 . 2  3 5 . 9  3 5 . 1  I f  
1 4 1 . 8  8 9 . 4  5 2 . 4  5 9 . 8  5 0  hard maple 
1 2 0 . 8  1 0 0 . 4  2 0 . 4  3 8 . 8  2 0  dandelion 
1 2 4 . 1  9 1 . 3  3 2 . 8  4 2 . 1  A v e r a g e  
From figures o n  g r o s s  loads, it would appear that 
the maximum nectar carrying capacity of the bee is approximately 
65 mg. or nearly 80 percent of its own weight, with individual 
loads running as high as 73 rag, or 80.percent of the bee's own 
wei^t; while the heaviest load found for a bee carrying honey 
weighed 76.3 or 93 percent of the average weight of a bee. 
It should be noticed that the figures in coliimn four 
of the table are called gross loads and represent the total 
load carried by the bee, as determined by subtracting the factor 
82 mg. from the v/eight of the loaded bee. The figures in column 
three were obtained by subtracting the weight of outgoing beas 
from that of the incoming nectar carriers taken from the same 
hive at the same time, 'i?hey may be said to approximate the 
net load or the amoxmt deposited in the hive by a bee at one 
trip. 
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AS will be noticed from the table, the average of 
all net loads recorded by the writer was nearly 10 mg.less 
than the average gross loads determined from the very same 
bees. This means that the outgoing bees weighed nearly 10 mg. 
ipore than the average minimum flying v/eight» Why the outgoing 
bee should burden itself to the extent of one-fourth of its 
normal capacity or one-sixth of its maximum capacity is not 
clear* Before this problem can be discussed intelligently, 
it will be necessary to determine some other factors which 
are as yet unknown. 
DISCUSSION. - Before untering into this discussion, 
it will be necesBary to point out again the fact that there 
is a difference between the net load and the gross load car­
ried by a nectar-carrier. During the present investigation 
it was found that outgoing bees carry with them an average of 
about 10 mg. of honey, hence the amoxmt deposited which is the 
net load, is approximately 10 mg. less than the total or gross 
load carried in. So far as could be learned, all the figures 
cited from previous v/orkers have been determined by deducting 
the weight of outgoing bees from that of the incoming bees, 
thus giving the net load. 
The bees weighed by astor had gorged themselves with 
stolen sweets and no doubt had loaded up heavily as bees are 
accustomed to do under such circumstances, so his results would 
not represent normal loads. His figure of 85 mg., however, 
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may "be accepted as a maximum load, nasty's weinrhinga were 
made on scales of his own devising and the results, when com­
pared with those from other sources, show clearly that the 
scales were inaccurate. His resizlts must, therefore, "be dis­
carded, 
She maximam and average net loads found by previous 
workers are given in Sable VI,. 
Table YI.. - Het loads of nectar. 
Investigator ; net loads 















Average 62 31 
Park 73 33 
Srand Average 67 mg. mg. 
Of those tabulated above, Gillette's results probably 
represent the greatest number of weighings. The maximum load 
of 80 mg. v/hich he records for a single individual corresponds 
with a load of 76 mg. found by the writer in the case of a 
single robber bee which carried honey and not nectar. His aver-
of 50 mg. is considerably higher than any other in the same 
column and is nearly double the average load of 52 mg. found dur­
ing this investigation. 
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Koon's figures are based on comparatively few weigh­
ings and sliould not "be given too much importance. No doubt 
they are accurate for the bees he weighed, but conditions pro­
bably were not favorable for securing large loads from the 
flowers at that time. Maupy's figures ap.^ear to have been based 
on a very limited number of weighings. His one record of 13S mg. 
for the load of a single bee can scarcely be accepted since it 
is so vastly greater than any other reported, Lazenby weighed 
only 32 bees all told» 16 outgoing and 16 incoming, each v/eigh-
ed separatelyi so his results do not show as wide a range nor 
as high an average as might be expected from a larger series of 
data. 
The average for maximum loads as found from these 
data is 62 mg. which is exactly double the average of average 
loads. It is interesting to note that in the results obtain­
ed in the present study, the maximum net load was found to be 
75 mg« which is only a little more than twice the average net 
load found. It may also be pointed out that the grand average 
of 32 mg. for average net loads, directly supports the oft 
quoted statement tliat 1000 bees can carry about 30 grams of 
nectar at one trip. 
COKCLUSIOUS. - The maximum capacity of the Italian 
bee to carry nectar is almost equal to the bee's own weight. 
The average weight of net loads is about 30 rag. or three-
eighths of the minimtun flying weight. 
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pollen Gathering 
Pollen ie no less essential to the honeybee than is 
honey, because brood cannot be reared without it. It is not 
used in such great quantities as honey but a colony deprived 
of pollen is doomed as certainly, although lees speedily than 
one which has no honey. In fact it may be said that its doom 
is even laore certain, becauso bees can thrive on substitutes 
for honey such as cane sugar, while up to the present time no 
substitute has been found for pollen. Eye meal and various 
other pulvarized cereals, have been advocated and success is 
often claimed from their use. in times of scarcity, the bees 
do carry such materials to the hive and store them in the comb. 
It has never been definitely established, however, that any-
such substitute has actually been used by the bees in the ela­
boration of larval food. 
It has been claimed by some that pollen is needed by 
adult bees when secreting wax, but Huber (30) found by a series 
of esporiments, that bees fed on nothing but honey and water 
produced wax, while if only fed on pollen, none was produced. 
Jleither is it positively known that adult bees use pollen for 
their own consumption although it is generally supposed that 
they can and probably do make use of it in this way, at times. 
It is known, hov/ever, that adult bees winter better on stores 
that contain no pollen than on those that do. 
According to langstroth and Dadant (22, p.60) a 
yomig bee's first visit to the flowers occurs v/hen it is about 
fifteen days old when she brings in a load of pollen. It may 
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"be observed tiiat the pollen carried b^'" a bee at one load is 
alv.'ays uniform in color and texture, showing tiiat the bee 
gathered frora one kind of flower exclusively, fhe fidelity 
of a bee to her flower was noticed by Aristotle (4, p.85). 
I'he great iraportanoe of the honeybee as a fertilizing agent 
depends largely on this fidelity. The value of the honeybee 
in this connGction can not be computed, but it has been re­
marked repeatedly that the honeybee is of more value to agri­
culture in general than to apiculture in particular 
Time Factors 
lIEVir.W OP LITEHATURii. - Aside from a fev/ very gen­
eral and indefinite statements (20, p.195, 19V, 221, 222), no 
data have been found in bee literature on the time required for 
a bee to gather a load of pollen, except a brief statement by 
Huish (9, p.352) v/hose ''Treatise on Bees" was published in 1815. 
The paragraph referred to, follows: 
"In regard to the number of journeys which a bee can 
make in a day, no positive data can be laid down, as it depends 
in a great measure on the distance of the food, some criterion 
may howex^er be formed from the following circumstanceb. I, one 
day visited my hives when the weather was very cloudy, and the 
bees v/ere kept prisoners at home. Being detained near the 
apiary for about an hour, the weather in that time became fine, 
and the bees were seen crowding from the hives into the fields. 
I sprinlcled some of the bees with flour, and taking my VJatch in 
my hand', and observing the exact moment of their departure, I 
waited until their return. A quarter of an hour elapsed before 
the first returned, and both its lege wore well loaded with 
farina (pollen). It v\ras however, thirty-five minutes before the 
last returned, but without any farina, I was however convinced, 
from the shape of the body, that it had been in pursuit of honey, 
and this circumstance gave me reason to believe tloat the bee 
v/hich collects farina, will make many more journeys in a day 
than that which collects honey, and perhaps in the proportion 
of five to tv/o" • 
I 
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OBSERViiTIons. - Time records for field-tripe, Mve-
stays, and round trips "by bees gathering pollen from corn v/ere 
secured in 1920 and again in 1921. The weather conditions 
in both instances were favorable enough for the production of 
pollen by the plant and for field v/orlc on the part of the bee» 
But in 1920, the data v;ere taken at times when there was an 
abimdance of corn in bloom, v/hereas, in 1921 the main period 
of bloom had passed before the records were obtained. We have, 
then, as for nectar-carriers, one set of data secured under 
favorable conditions, and the other under less favorable condi­
tions « The records for the two seasons have been plotted against 
each other in the form of frequency curves v/hich appear in FigSo 
6,7 and 8. In every case the curve is a decided skew, so for 
purposes of comparison, the mode is used in preference to the 
mean* 
Field-trips by pollen-bearers were found to be con­
siderably shorter as a rule than those made by nectar-carriers. 
AS shown in Fig. 6, almost 40 percent of the field-trip records 
for 1920 fell within the 6-10 minute class, and 97.5 percent 
were completed in SO minutes or less. None of the 1921 records 
for field-trips fell within the 2-6 minute class, and only 20 
percent fell within the 6-10 minute class, yet 99 percent were 
accomplished in 30 minutes or less. The modal time, however, 
was 15.5 minutes as against only 8.6 minutes in 1920. 
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T^/^.6. jFieIci Trips by Pollen-Cramers 
"Rsrcctrjf 
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The curves for hive-stays a!)pear in Pig. 7, and are 
very similar for the tv/o seasons. The peaks both fell v/ithin 
the 2-4 minute class. In 1920, this class received 38 per­
cent of the records as against 36 percent in 1921, but the 
percentage of hive-stays that occupied 15 minutes or less was 
98 in 1921 as against 88 in 1920. The most frequent interval 
spent in the hive between trips was 3.4 minutes In 1920 and 
3.7 minutes in 1921. 
In Fig. 8, we have the curves for roimd-trips. The 
modal interval for the 1920 records was 12.6 minutes but was 
16.5 minutes in 1921. The percentages of records falling with­
in the modal class were nearly the same in both cases. In fact» 
the two curves are much alike as to area and shape, but the one 
for 1921 stands about 4 minutes farther to the right than does 
the other. This indicates in a general way that the bees that 
gathered corn pollen during the period of observation in 1921 
consumed about 4 minutes per trip more than did those in 1920 
when corn pollen v/as more plentiful. 
The maximum number of trips recorded in one day for a 
bee gathering pollen from corn was 20 in 1920 but only 11 in 
1921 while the averages were about 8 and 5^-, respectively. 
As a rule, corn pollen was not available in the afternoon so 
these figures represented only about half a day in actual v/ork-
ing time. 
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DISCUSSIOIU - As ill the case of nectar gathering it 
is clear that the time required to gather a load of pollen is 
influenced hy the numerous factors which go to make up what Vi/e 
call favorable or \infavorable conditions. Most of these factors 
were pointed out in connection v;ith nectar gathering and will 
be passed over here. It may well be mentioned, hov;ever, that 
humid, cloudy days, if not too cool, seom to be more favorable 
for pollen gathering than hot smrny days which are to be de­
sired for nectar gathering. The reason for this is that on a 
hot sunny day the anthers of the flowers shed their pollen 
quickly so that by noon or before, no more pollen is available, 
whereas, on humid, cloudy days the flowers continue to yield 
pollen most of the day. The kind of flower is another factor 
which has much to do with the length of time required for a 
bee to get its load of pollen, Other things being equal, a load 
of pollen can be gathered more quickly from corn or ragv/eed than 
from clover or heartsease because of its greater abundance and 
ease of access. 
With reference to the data given herev;ith, it is note-
v/orthy that in both 1920 and 1921, practically all the field-
trips made by bees carrying corn pollen, were completed in less 
than SO minutes. Huish's observations corresponds with this 
figure. The influence of the less favorable conditions in 1921 
showed up mostly in lengthening the field-trips v/hich is just 
what might be expected. The poor season made very little diff­
erence in the length of the hive-stays. It seems almost strange 
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tliat tho number of trips made by yjollen-carriers should have 
been so small when suoh a comparatively short time v;as re­
quired for each trip. It should he pointed out, however, 
that the amount of pollen available often began to decrease 
rapidly after about y a.m. because of the hot dry weather. 
With reference to Huish' s  estimate of 5 to E for 
the ratio of pollen trips to nectar trips, it may be stated 
that if this ratio held true, pollen-carriers should have 
made 32 trips per day in 1920 and 18 in 1921 when nectar-car­
riers v/ere found to average 13 and 7 respectively. No doubt 
Huish assumed pollen would bo available as much of the day as 
nectar, but this is not often the case. 
GONCLUSIOHSThe time required for a pollen-carrier 
to maJce a round-trip varies greatly, but uiidcr favorable condi­
tions, they are commonly made in a qufirter of an hour and often 
in less time. The number of.trips per day is not great as a 
rule, because pollen seldom is available for more than a few 
hours each day; consequently an tinqualified statement for the 
average number of trips made in a day by pollen-carriers would 
scarcely be justified. 
loads Carried 
Kiovmv OF LITKIUTU'.E.- According to Hommell (55,p.178), 
Reaumur found that from 150 to 155 pellets of pollen wero re­
quired to v/eigh a gram. On this basis, two pellets would weigh 
13,2 mg, and about 75000 loads would be required to make a pound. 
Richards, also cited by Hommell, found that the weight of a 
pellet of pollen varies from 4.6 to 8.3 mg. Then a load consist­
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ing of ty^/o pellets would weigh from 9.2 to 16e6 mg», v.'ith a 
mean of 12.8 mg. Gillette (25) and Lazenby (26) found 11, 
and 6.0 mg., respectively for average loads of pollen. 
OBSERVATIOIIS. - Incoming pollen-hearers which car­
ried largo loads of pollen were selected in order to deter­
mine the pollen carrying capacity of the bee. As a rule, 25 
bees were caught and weighed as in other cases already describ­
ed, The pollen loads were then removed and the bees weighed 
again. The difference betv;een these two weighings gave the 
weight of the pollen load. The averages obtained appear in 
Table VII. 
Table TII . - Weights of pollen-•carriers and their loads. 




: Un- ; 
;loaded : 





of bees pollen source 
9 6 . 6  
9 7 . 2  
8 9 . 4  
9 8 . 2  
1 0 2 . 0  
9 B , 9  
1 0 2 . 0  
9 8 . 5  
1 1 2 . 2  
1 1 1 . 9  
1 0 6 . 4  
1 0 8 . 4  
1 1 7 .  S  
1 1 3 . 5  
8 3 . 4  
8 1 . 9  
7 8 . 7  
8 0 . 0  
8 2 . 0  
G 2 . 4  
8 4 . 0  
8 5 . 5  
8 3 . 2  
# 8 9 . 6  
8 1 . 3  
8 4 . 8  
9 0 . 2  
8 6 . 2  
1 3 . 2  
1 5 . 3  
1 0 . 7  
1 8 . 2  
2 0 . 0  
1 2 . 5  
1 8 . 0  
1 3 . 0  
2 9 . 0  
2 2 . 3  
2 5 . 1  
2 3 . 6  
2 7 . 1  
2 7 . 3  
2 5  
2 5  
7  
2 5  
2 5  
2 5  
2 0  
2 5  
5 0  
2 5  
2 5  
2 5  
2 5  
2 5  
corn ; 
red clover 
1 1  I t  
heartsease 
red clover : 
elm : 
hard maple ; 
apple : 
T l  .  
T f  •  
"  •  
Average 8 3 . 9  mg. 1 9 . 7  mg. 
# These bees carried an average of 4 mg. of nectar. 
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It vrill be seen that weights found for pollen from 
a given source do not vary greatly, "but that there is a great 
difference in the v/eight of loads obtained from different 
sources. Tabulating the pollen loads according to sources, 
v;e have; 
Corn pollen 12,2 mg. 
12.2 
" " 15.3 
" " 10.7 
Ave rage 12.2 rag. 
Red clover pollen 18.E mg. 
" " " 20.0 
" " " 18.0 
Average 18.7 





Average 25.1 mg 
Hard maple pollen 29.0 mg. 
Blrfl pollen 12.5 
Heartsease pollen 12.6 
The loads carried from corn apparently v;ere just as 
large as those from apple or hard maple, but they v;raighed only 
half as much. It appears then that there must be a great dif 
ference in the specific gravity of various pollens. in the 
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case of heartsease pollen, however, large loads are seldom se­
cured "by the hees. Of the sources from which the hees car­
ried large loads, elm and corn were found to be the lightest, 
while hard maple gave the heaviest average load, vath apple 
a close second. All of the weights of pollen loads given by 
Grillette (25) and Laaenby (26) are rather low. This may be 
due to the lightness of the pollen carried, 
AS the heaviest average gross weight recorded for 
incoming pollen-bearers is only 113.5 mg., as against a much 
greater v;eight for incoming nectar carriers, it would appear 
that the limiting factor in a bee's capacity to carry pollen 
must be its inability to pile up and hold in its pollen bas­
kets, a bulk beyond a certain limit. It is possible, also, 
that the position of the pollen load on the body makes it more 
difficult for the bee to fly than is the case when the load is 
carried in the honey-stomach. 
The maximum pollen loads appear to be about one-third 
of the weight of the bee and less than one-half as much as 
the maximum nectar load, 
DISCUSSION. - It has just been pointed out that pol­
len loads from different sources vary a great deal, corn pollen 
averaging 13 mg. as against 29 mg, for hard maple, while other 
pollens give still more averages. Since the kind of pollen 
weighed by previous workers has not been specified, it is im­
possible to judge of their probable accuracy or even make care­
ful comparisons between their results and those obtained by the 
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v/riter. About the only thing that can be done is to tabulate 
their results, using the grand averages obtained in the present 
work i'or comparison \';ith them, thus; 
investigator Average Vveight of pollen loads 





The average obtained in the present work is consider­
ably greater than any of the others but the difierence in the 
kinds of pollen may easily account for such a difierence. The 
figure 6 mg. given by Lazenby seems particularly low. Perhaps 
pollen was scarce v;hen he made his weighings or else he may 
have chanced to get hold of unusually small loads. At any rate 
his figures are based on v^eighings of only a few bees, so cannot 
be assigned much iciportr.nce. The other three figures, 11.3, 12.8, 
and 13.2 mg., likely were obtained from bees carrying pollen from 
corn or some other plant whose pollen has a low specific gravity. 
GOHCLUBIOHS. - Pollen loads apparently differe ccord-
ing to the source, ranging in weight from 6 to 30 mg. Maximum 
loads appear to be about one-third the weight of the bee and 
less than one-half as much as the maximum nectar load. 
WATER CjUU^YIKG 
Everyone is familiar v/ith the fact that bees visit 
watering places, and no doubt the^e are those who have never 
given the matter a second thought but take it for granted that 
all animals drink water to slake their thirst, indeed, Cotton(20) 
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0,298) says, "In the Isle of "wight, the jDeople have a iiotion 
that every beo goes dov/n to the sea to drini: once a day". 
But it was pointed out by Aldamiri (20, p.348) as long ago as 
1405, in a passage already quoted, that soEie bees are water-
carriers. The first time the writer v/atched (in an observa­
tion hive) the activities of the water-carriers as they came 
in heavily loaded and proceeded to give drink to this bee and 
that, ho was reminded of the well known small boy who earned 
admittance to the circus by "carrying water to the elephants". 
Time i'actors 
EJiVir.W OF LITr.HATUW::. - Langstroth (4, p.M4) says, 
"that beos cannot raise brood v/ithout v/ater has been known 
since the times of Aristotle". Butler (42, ch.6, paragraph 53), 
whose quaint old book was published in 1623, was of the opinion 
that bees needed water chiefly for their brood, for he had ob-
sreved that "when the drones are done away and breeding is ended, 
the bees are nothing so frequent at the v;atering places." 
Buera of Athens (20, p.104), about the year 1797, Virrote, "bees 
daily supply the v/orms v/ith water; should the state of weather 
be such as to prevent the bees from fetching water for a fev/ days 
the worms will perish". Sydserff (20, p.190) writing in 1792, 
mentioned the "bladder or bag in which the beo fetcheth vffi.ter 
to mix up the bee-bread for feeding the young; in this bag also 
they carry their honey". 
According to Hommoll (35, p.182),"it is alvjays the 
younger bees which, at the time of '.their first flights, are 
charged to search for water, and, if the weather is bad, they 
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perish in large numborE. By the aid of "balances, Do Layens 
foxind, from this cause, a mortality of from 3,000 to 3,500 bees 
from a single very strong colony in a single day". Hommell 
also mentions the experiments of D6 Layens froBi which it was 
fomid that 40 colonies consumed 187 liters of v;ater between 
April 10 and July 31, a oeriod of 112 days, the greatest quan­
tity taken in one day being 7 liters. This was exclusive of 
whatever water the bees may have obtained from other sources. 
He found the consiunption of water to be inversely proportional 
to the intensity of the honey gathering. Hommell gives 25,000 
as the number of trips required to transport one liter of water. 
That would call for average loads of 40 mg, 
03SEHV,iTI0KS. - SO far as the writer is aware, no 
data have been published previously on the time required for 
water-carriers to make their trips or the number of trips they 
make in a day. 
On the afternoon of August 17, 1921, which was after 
the close of the honeyflow, a number of bees suspected of being 
Vi/ater-carriers were caught and submitted to the test described 
earlier in this paper,. Seven of those which were shown by the 
test to be water-carriers, were marked and released. Of the 
seven, three made no more trips that day but the other four made 
from 3 to 8 tripe each. The hive entrance was carefully v;atched 
by two observers from early morning until late evening on August 
18 and 19. Obseirvations were begun again on the 20th but the 
10'^  
day was so cool that very fev; hees left the hive and at 10:30 
a. m. observatiom; ceased. In the afternoon of that day, the 
entrance v/as watched from 1;50 to 3;05 p.m. when the bees prac­
tically ceased flying. Ko further observations were attempted 
uiitil August 24, when the entrance was watched from 8:45 until 
noon, when, on account of the inactivity of field bees, the ser­
ies of the obKeDTvations was ended for all. 
Very little brood vra,s being reared at that time and 
the v/eather was exceptionally cool for August, so the data se­
cured can scarcely be considered representative in the matter of 
average number of trips per day. The results found for average 
time spent in making field-trips, hive-stays and round-trips, 
however, probably are not very different from results v;hich might 
i 
be obtained under conditions which would induce the water-carriers 
to V. oric longer hours. And the maximum number of trips found in 
I 
this experiment for one bee in a day, perhaps might bo found to j 
be only slightly above the average under conditions of Vi/armer 
v/eather and heavy brood-rearing. : 
The number of trips made by each bee on each day during 
the period of ob servation is given in Table 711 I. 
Table rai. - Trip s per day by water -carriers. 
Bee Aug. Aug. Aug. Aug. Aug. 
l4 18 19 20# 24# 
IJo. 94 8 51 111 15 2 
95 Z 48 28 - -
96 — 6 - - -
97 5 21 - -
98 « . 10 46 . 2 -
^99 40 14 
*100 5 32 33 4 6 
Average 31 46 
# Records are for part of a day only. 
* This bee was found to be going a distance of tv/o-thirds of a 
mile to obtain salt v/ater in preference to the fresh water 
available v/ithin a few yards of its hive. 
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Of the five daya on wliich data woro taken, only tv/o 
can be recognized as in any my representing normal oonditious. 
On the 18th, all seven beos made trips for water and the aver­
age for all seven vias <51 trips, v.'ith 51 as the tnazimum for that 
day. On the 19th, beos 96 and 97 failed to ehow up and were 
not seen again. Whether they lost their marks or their lives, 
or both, no one v;ill evor know. But the o her five averaged 
45 trips, with IJo. 94 making 111 which was the greatest number 
recorded for one bee in a day# 
The detailed time records obtained for field-trips, 
hive-stays, and round-trips for water-carriers are graphically 
summarised in Fig. 9. As ";ould be oxpccted, the time requir­
ed for a bee to sccure a lo8<d of water is quite short-only 
about three minutes - when the supply is near the apiary as 
was the case when these data were secured, AS may bo comDUt-
ed from Pig. 9, 67 percent of all recorded field-trips for 
water were completed in 3 minutes or less, and 92 percent in 
10 minutes or less. 
The time spent in the hive by water-carriers v/as 
found to be from 2 to 3 minutes as a rule and very seldom 
did one remain as long as 5 minutes. The percentage of hive 
stays which occupied 3 minutes or under, was 54; 5 minutes or 
under, 79; and 10 minutes or under, 95 percent. And the long­
est hive-stay was only 15 minutes. 
The most frequent time interval consixmed by \mter-
carriers in making round-trips was between 5 and 6 minutes, as 
may be seen from Fig. 9. Fifty percent of all round-trips 
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were complotod in 6 minutes or under, 77 percent in 10 minutes 
or under,, and 91 percent in 15 minutes or loss. Thus it is 
seen that less than 10 percent of all roxmd-trips recorded v/ere 
of more than a quarter hour duration. 
DISOUSftlOU. - The net;d for water for the elaboration 
of food for the larvae has already been pointed out. According 
to Langstroth and Dadant (22, p.101), "They can raise a certain 
amount of brood without v/ater, but they always seem to suffer 
more or less in consequence". Observations on colonies vyinter-
ed in observation hives in the writer's office for several v^inters 
indicate that it is only v/ith great difficulty that a coloiiy 
housed in a v/arta dry atmosphere is able to produce even a few 
cells of brood so long as they have no access to water. In two 
distinct instances, observation colonies attempted to rear brood 
so early in the spring that they were unable to secure water. 
Hundreds of eggs were laid but barely two or three ever matured 
into adult bees. But in both cases, as soon as water was supplied 
to them they began to rear brood without further difficulty. It 
is possible that a colony more numerous in bees might have suc­
ceeded better in rearing brood vri.thout vmter. And no doubt 
some of the cases in which bees have been found to rear brood at 
times when they could not fly from their hives, can be explained 
on the grounds that moisture from the respiration of the bees 
themselves probably condensed inside the hive and thus supplied 
the needs of the colony. 
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T 
Berlepsch and Eberhardt (4, p.342.) have stated, "The 
Creator has given the bee an instinct to store up honey and 
pollen v/hich are not always to be procured, but not v;ater, imich 
is alv.'ays acuosGible in her native regions". While it probably 
is true that bees do not store v/ater in the same sense that tlicy 
store honey and pollen, it has been obsorved by the 7«^iter (4S) 
that during early spring when bees v/ere able to obtain water j 
only on occasional warm days, they carried it feverishly during | 
j 
the first ^TCJd flight day; but carried little or none the next I 
day even though the day was pleasanter and v/ater readily access- I 
I 
ible. It was observed further that the water-carriers did not i 
i 
j 
deposit their loads in the comb, but transferred them to other j 
i 
bees which served as "reservoirs" for the colony# i 
A somewhat similar phenomenon is known in the case of | 
i 
another Hymenopterous insect, the Honey-ant. In this species, ) 
I 
certain workers having enlarged abdomens serve as storage vats i 
for a sort of honey which the other workers collect from oak ! 
galls. And, according to Comstock (44, p.462), "When the sea­
son for obtaining this food is past, these living cells dis- | 
gorge their supply through their mouths for the use of their i 
hungry fellov/s". ! 
i 
The writer does not care to go into a discussion con­
cerning the loads carried by v;ater-carriers because of insuffi- ! 
cient data» 
C0HCLUSI01I3. - Water is needed by bees in order to 
rear brood. 
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V/ater Is sometimes stored in the lioney-sacs of num­
erous bees of the colony, usually in combination with honey. 
A v/ator-carrier can make a round trip in from 5 to 
10 minutes vAien the supply is near at hand. 
A water-carrier sometimos makes 100 or more trips in 
a day, "but the average is probably less than 50 trips per day. 
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SmiARY 
1. Of all the various methods for marking honeybees, 
tried by the author, the one best adapted to the needs uf the 
present investigations was that of applying one or two spots of 
pigment combined with v/hite shellac in alcohol, 
2. A simple system of recording time data on field 
bees was developed which permitted the work of recording to be 
reduced to a minimum* 
2. An entrance contrivance of simple construction was 
devised which, when placed in the entrance of a hive, caused 
practically every incoming and outgoing bee to pass through the 
entrance right side up. 
4, A convenient method was discovered for distinguish­
ing between nectar-carriers and water-carriers without injury to 
the bee. 
5. The minimum flying weight of the Italian bee, as 
determined by three different methods, v/as found to be approxi­
mately 82 mg. 
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6» The average speed found for the flight of worker 
bees during a calm, mis a little less than 15 miles per hour. 
7. The time required for gathering a load nectar 
varies greatly, hut, under favorable conditions, 1 hour has been 
found ample time for a neotar-carrier to make a rouiid-trip. 
8. Ten trips per day, under favorable conditions, 
probably is as reliable an average eis can be deducted from the 
data at hand. 
9. The maximum capacity of the Italian bee to carry 
nectar is almost equal to its ov/n weight. 
10. The averge weight of net loads of nectar is about 
30 mg, or approximately three-eighths of the minimum flying weight 
11. The time required for a pollen-carrier to make a 
round trip varies greatly, but, under favorable conditions, such 
trips are completed in a quarter of an hour or less, on the aver­
age. 
12. The number of trips made by one pollen-carrier in 
a day is not great as a rule, because pollen seldom is plentiful 
for more than a fev; hours each day; consequently an unqualified 
statement for the average number of trips made in a day would 
scarcely be justified. 
13. pollen loads apparently differ according to the 
source, ranging in weight from 6 to SO mg. 
14. llaximum loads are about one-third the weight of 
the bee and loss than one-half that of maximum nectar loads. 
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15. Water is neooBsary for brood-rearing. 
16. A water supply sufficient for the needs of the 
colony for several days is sometimes stored in the hDney-sacs 
of numerous bees of the colony, usiially in combinatioii with 
honey • 
17. A water-carrier can maJce a round-trip in about 
6 minutes on the average, when the supply is near at hand. 
18. A v/ater-carrier sometimes makes 100 or more 
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